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The Problem
While Vermont enjoys one of the lowest unemployment rates in the nation (4.0%),
the release of the projected 1998 state budget indicates that nearly 40% of the state’s
1.8 billion dollar budget is spent on social services. The obvious discrepancy between
resources provided by the state and the well being of the inhabitants has led to the
conclusion that the state’s community development efforts are inadequate.
Despite the implementation of a multitude of community development strategies,
Vermont’s sluggish economic growth has led to virulent competition between
communities for limited state monies and out of state commerce. The number and
percentage of families and communities requesting financial assistance has increased;
correspondingly, the state has continued to increase social services.

Recent

research indicates that there is a relationship between increases in social services and
2

retarded community development; further, contemporary studies indicate that the
internal forces that drive community evolution also affect community development as
it relates to well being and quality of life. It is the objective of this study to discover
what individual and group processes promote, and obstruct, community development
as it relates to quality of life; and, how best to effectively simulate well being- based
community development that is both sustainable, by ease of replication, and
inexpensive, by using community systems in place.
Method
The review of related literature focused on the complex nature of community
systems, and the intricate behavior patterns of individuals in groups from
interdisciplinary perspectives. The body of research studied included works from
myriad fields: behavioral psychology, sociology, biology, cultural anthropology,
education, etc. All data was analyzed in context with secondary and tertiary data, and
experts in field then validated the resulting product.
Findings
Although the related literature spans numerous disciplines, underlying patterns
emerged. These include: (1) all living organisms progress through cycles of balance
and imbalance in order to develop, (2) if progression is artificially managed from
outside the organism, actual development is disrupted, (3) well being is symbiotically
embedded in an individual’s self-view, (4) self-view is improved by learning to
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overcome barriers, (5) group learning stimulates improved satisfaction with the group,
and triggers cooperative behaviors.
These findings support the recommendation that community development
programs in Vermont incorporate strategies that induce collective learning, which may
be utilized as a template for continued discussion. The study is concluded by
suggestions for program implementation, modification and evaluation, and the
recommendation for continuing research.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Statement of the Problem

Deeming current effort inadequate, the State of Vermont has determined that there
is evidence to justify the development of an effective community development tool.
Like many states, Vermont is suffering a shrinking agricultural and manufacturing
economic base. And, despite applying a variety of economic development strategies,
comparatively high taxes, stringent environmental regulations, and the absence of
highway access to much of the state’s available land have thwarted the attraction of
sought after light, high-tech industry. Sluggish economic growth and the steady
decline in wages over the past four years have led to virulent competition between
communities for limited state monies and out of state commerce. This competition
has bred a lack of cooperation and an unwillingness to share information resulting in
expensive program duplication and the division of resources further retarding
economic vigor. The number and percentage of families and communities requesting
assistance has increased; correspondingly, the state has increased social services.
It is the State’s contention that the economic condition of Vermont is integrally
linked to the well being of resident citizens. While Vermont enjoys one of the lowest
unemployment rates in the nation (4.0%), the release of the projected 1998 state
budget indicates that nearly 40% of the state’s 1.8 billion dollar budget is spent on
social services. According to the most recent published (1995) U.S. Census Bureau

statistics, Vermont leads the nation in percentage of population on public assistance
(8%). The obvious discrepancy between resources provided by the state and the well
being of the inhabitants led to the conclusion that the state’s community development
efforts are inadequate.
The Department of Economic Development assembled a focus group made up of
their own commissioner, the secretary of the Agency of
Human Services, the commissioner of the Department of Training and
Development, the commissioner of Social Welfare, the president of the State
Chamber of Commerce, the Secretary of State, two members of the state senate, and
two members of the state house of representatives.

The lack of an effective

community development tool was identified as crucial during the ensuing strategic
planning process. During this planning process, the focus group recorded
departmental and individual findings related to the issue. The published report
stated in part: “Vermonters, business prospects, and tourists all comment on the
high quality of life they perceive in our state. The focus group sees a direct
connection between economic development and the well being of Vermonters.
Vermont’s human capital must be restored and her traditions, heritage, and sense of
community must not be lost.” The information shared to arrive at these findings and
a discussion of recent research indicating a relationship between increases in social
services and retarded community development prompted the state to recognize the
need to explore community development in greater depth. The focus group asked
that a study be performed that would examine the aspects of community dynamics
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that affect community development, and suggest the content and design of a local
community development model.

The focus group defined community

development as a process by which the residents of each community collectively set
and devise strategies for the attainment of common goals that improve well being.
As defined by the Vermont Agency of Human Services, community common ground
for well being includes: citizens involved in community planning, pregnant woman
and newborns thrive, children thrive and succeed in school, children live in stable,
supportive families, youth and adults choose healthy behaviors, and families live in
safe, healthy environments. The cost of implementing such a community
development model is a concern for the state. This concern led to the request that
resources already in place be utilized to the greatest extent possible. The model is to
integrate community systems already in place such as civic, ecclesiastical,
professional and governmental groups into the design. In addition, in the interest of
controlling additional future costs, it is recommended that the model be designed as
a process rather than a project, making it easier to replicate and sustain.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to develop a community development tool in the form
of a model for the state of Vermont. This model is designed as a process by which
community residents collectively set and devise strategies for the attainment of
common goals that improve well being. This study is designed to fulfill the request of
the state for a process model to improve community development in Vermont. The
model produced by this study includes an examination of community dynamics as they
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relate to community development, a review of the state supported community
development programs currently in place. Further, it is the purpose of this study to
suggest the content and design of a community development process model that
incorporates systems in place into the model addressing the state’s recommendation
to secure inexpensive and practical replication and sustainability.
Significance of the Study
The resultant implications of this study will bear significant impact on the future of
local economic development programs and policies in the state of Vermont. It will
offer a schematic that can be modified and applied in communities throughout the
state.

Limitations of the Study
This study has several important limitations. These limitations are as follows:
•

Data accumulated and submitted by the state was recorded for purposes unrelated
to this study. Consequently, this data may reflect the influence of the publishing
agency.

•

Individuals and organizations contacted for input have biases, prejudices, and
predispositions that could lead to imperfect reliability of their data.

•

The perimeters for the study set by the state appointed focus group include
subjective qualifiers such as “improvement” and “well being.”

•

The concepts and methods of a process model will be unfamiliar to nearly
everyone involved.
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•

The state has set a six-month time limit for this study.

•

This study is specific to local community development in Vermont.

Every effort is

made to reduce the number and potential impact of study limitations. In spite of
these efforts, limitations remain. To improve study accuracy, secondary and
tertiary information sources are used in conjunction with data from state and local
resources. The participating communities will ultimately determine the
quantification of subjective qualifiers minimizing the significance of this limitation.
The researcher has scheduled monthly information meetings during which the
progress of the study is discussed familiarizing the members of the focus group with
the development of the model, its basis, and its anticipated processes. The researcher
has been collecting data for this study for nearly three years and is now devoting full
time to this study to accomplish the task within the time restraints. And lastly,
although many of the conclusions and recommendations of this study might not be
extensively applicable, the methodology and procedures should be replicable and
beneficial in other settings.
Definition of Terms
The following key terms are commonly defined for the purpose of this project. They
have been arranged in alphabetical order.
Process Model: A model that is designed to evolve and adapt.

Sustainable Development: Qualitative improvement without quantitative increase
(Daly, 1996).
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Overview
This study examines the aspects of community dynamics that affect community
development, reviews state programs in place, and suggests the content and design of
a local community development process model. In addition to a review of the related
literature, a survey instrument is utilized for the purpose of gaining feedback on
determinations based on findings. The feedback is used along with the analyzed data
in the formulation of recommendations. These recommendations are specific to
content and design, and will be useful in the creation of a systemic, sustainable process
model. This community development process will guide the residents of a
participating community to collectively set and devise strategies for the attainment of
common goals that improve predetermined indicators of well being.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
…schism in the body social will not be resolved by any scheme of return
to the good old days (archaism), or by programs guaranteed to render an ideal
projected future (futurism), or even by the most realistic, hardheaded work to
weld together again the deteriorating elements. Only birth can conquer death
– the birth, not of the old thing again, but of something new
(Toynbee, 1934).

Despite the implementation of a multitude of community development strategies,
sluggish economic growth and the steady decline in wages over the past four years has
led to virulent competition between communities for limited state monies and out of
state commerce. This competition has bred a lack of cooperation and an unwillingness
to share information resulting in expensive program duplication and the division of
resources further retarding economic vigor. The number and percentage of families
and communities requesting assistance has increased; correspondingly, the state has
increased social services. During their 1998 strategic planning process, the members
of the Vermont Department of Economic Development appointed focus group
discussed the possible relationship between increases in social services and retarded
community development. This exchange prompted the suggestion that community
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development be explored in greater depth. It was hoped that by better understanding
way in which communities behave, and change over time, an effective model for
content and design of a local community development strategy could be formulated.
The purpose of this chapter was to review the literature relative to the development
of a functional process model for local community development, as it relates to quality
of life in Vermont by, establishing cogent criteria for its content and design. For this
purpose, community dynamics as they relate to community development were
studied. Community dynamics, as stated by Selsin and Rowe (1974), are a vital and
inescapable determinant in the evolution of community development policy and
implementation because “the way in which communities function is determined by the
interaction and relationships of people.” Therefore, the behavior, evolution, and
response to change exhibited by communities was explored. Accordingly, research and
theories concerning individual and communal behavior, as well as the actions and
reactions of complex, living systems was considered. In addition, the two predominant
community development models currently in use in the United States were reviewed.
Finally, community development efforts as
they presently exist in Vermont were examined.
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Community Evolvement
At the very core of human society, we have a social order based on the tension
between, and the need for cooperation among, group members (Cromer, 1997). The
community is a product of the social organization that best provided economic
advantage, and therefore best chance of survival, to our ancestors (Leakey, 1977). The
loss of estrus of the human female, the increased sexual dimorphism and subsequent
greater delineation in the division of labor, allowed for the propagation of complex
hunting strategies performed by males. This advance was possible because of, and
reinforced by, the interdependence behaviors of the group (Campbell, 1982).
The bonds built through the extended intimacy of the male and female pair bond,
and the ritual sharing of food, led to the establishment of a home base to which
hunters could return, with or without game, and be accepted and supported by the
group. Within this simple structure, babies depended on mothers, children on adults,
men and women on each other, hunters on hunters, hunters on gatherers, and
gatherers on hunters (Leakey, 1977). These fundamental relationships built trust and
selfefficacy. As the relationships within the group evolved, the home base also became
a place where those that elsewhere in the animal kingdom would be considered
surplus and expendable: the infirm, the injured, and the elderly could be cared for.
These protected individuals could now become the teachers, the babysitters, and the
toolmakers; they gave meaning to the importance of empathy by earning, and being
awarded, value (Campbell, 1982; Leakey, 1977; Nanda & Warms, 1998). Individuals
each held a meaningful place in the group, this place generated selfawareness; and,
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our interaction created a unique social bond that produced group awareness through
shared experiences that fostered group cohesion, group identity and cooperativeness
(Leakey, 1977).

Human relationships continuously invent human culture. Human

development is the result of our interaction within this culture continually modifying
the social relationships that constitute the community (Campbell, 1982). Coleman
(1993) characterizing societal transformation prior to the Industrial Revolution said,
“Primordial social organization develops through birth and the social relations of blood
ties. Social structure grows out of the elemental unit and economic production took
place in and around it.” During this era, income producing bodies outside the family
were still in some way derivative of the family, clan or tribe.

For 95% of our

tenancy on the planet, the family and community filled all human needs. Now nearly
all are fulfilled by outsiders (Goldsmith, 1996). Innovations were developed and
diffused slowly because human beings are extremely conservative in their habits;
under most circumstances, survival depends on doing what the community has always
done. The rate of innovation remained steady, or increased slowly until the Industrial
Revolution (Cromer, 1997).
The American community has been undergoing a dramatic metamorphosis since the
Industrial Revolution. Before this time, the United States was primarily an agrarian
society. The human population was held in check by the available food supply, hazards
of weather, disease, and even random predation. Life was precarious, and small
groups of humans depended on the cooperation and support of others for their
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survival. Through this communal cooperation and accepted interdependence the
population was successful and communities grew (Inglehart, 1997).
These growing communities were cemented by, and rooted in, the early American
social principles of “self-contained and self-sufficient society, community, and family
(Drucker, 1993).” The social system was one in which everyday life consisted of local,
face-to-face relations with a relatively small and stable set of persons, in relatively
fixed institutions (Coleman, 1993). The interaction and reliance of this integral
relationship between human and business relations affected the value communities
placed on reciprocal relationships. This ethic influenced our system of attitudes,
beliefs, values and relationships, becoming the infrastructure of
American culture (Inglehart, 1997).
The human animal’s two minds, (thinking and feeling) were in intimate accord in the
community life that thrived during the years prior to the Industrial Revolution because
most people recognized their place in a powerful and ordered universe (Goleman,
1995). They were forced through necessity to consider their physical and natural
environment and to accept the vulnerability that perpetuated their interdependence
and reinforced positive social behaviors. Reciprocal relationships gave individuals a
sense of being needed and valued. Families and communities were tight-knit and
comparably healthy. Community development was an internal process fed by the
perceived value, control, and worth of the individual (Howe, 1997). Decisions affecting
community life were made close to home contributing to a sense of efficacy and
capability. The only pervasive source of external authority over which most individuals
felt no control came from the church. With little viable option, community leaders
20

were often relieved from addressing issues involving morals. This circumstance often
affected local control; more significantly, the severity and restrictive nature of
powerful religious governance during this period allowed little outlet for creativity,
innovation, or the expression of emotion (Inglehart, 1997).
Freud points out in Civilization and its Discontents (1989) that society began to
enforce from without rules meant to subdue the emotions that would regulate our
behavior. Regulation from the outside with no provision for essential modification
leads to a turning of the tides, and is a recurring theme in community evolution.
Generations of those living in mandated denial brought forth generations expressing
open desire for the material and the novel.
According to Max Weber’s Modernization Theory (as cited by Inglehart
1997), culture can shape economic behavior, as well as being shaped by it. Thus, the
structured, minimalist provisions of early organized religion facilitated capitalism,
which contributed to the phenomenon we know as the Industrial Revolution.
Accordingly, the monopolies of the succeeding industrial empires subsequently led to
democratic revolution and its egalitarian belief systems influencing economic reforms,
including social entitlement programs. This policy shift toward widespread support of
what have been termed “Great Society” programs drew sociologists away from their
previous focus in market research. By the 1960’s, there was a virtual explosion of
social policy research to evaluate the functioning of society and to monitor
unprecedented social changes. The three principle classifications of society-systems
change noted by sociologists included the factory replacing the manor (or farm), the
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locus of interest shift from community to municipality, and the replacement of face-toface communication with mechanical distance interaction. These changes have
resulted in an erosion of the primordial institutions of family and community and
hastened the trend toward acculturation within
purposively constructed organizations, those of formalized institutions such as
businesses, government and higher education (Coleman, 1993).

Shift of Allegiance and Self-View

As people began working outside the family unit, and increasingly outside the
community, their allegiance to the company began to replace allegiance to the
community. Economic achievement was considered the new hallmark of a successful
community. “The pursuit of happiness had been distorted into materials… as if the
purpose of society is standard of living” (Block, 1993). Inclination was diverted from
what was important in the lives of members of a community, to the employer’s bottom
line. “The transition from a rural to an industrial way of life provided a new social
context… humans began thinking of themselves as tools. The new selfimage reinforced
the modus operandi of an emerging human industrial model whose first order of
business was to be productive” (Rifkin, 1995). While Americans romanticized their
agricultural past, the progression to industrialization and its envisioned economic
accumulation for the individual, and economic growth for society, was aggressively
embraced by a growing part of the population. What was commonly termed the
Protestant Work Ethic, work committed to the welfare of the family and community,
22

was typical early in this century. This ideal gave way to an emerging Modern Industrial
Ethic that was self-denying, organization gratifying, achievement oriented, hierarchical
in governance, and progressively bureaucratic. “We have come to believe that to be
productive in the marketplace we have to sacrifice our freedom, place our security in
the hands of others” (Block, 1993).
Twentieth Century social and material rewards for superior production bred not
only rivalry and secretiveness, but also a new individuality, a turning inward. This
inward turning was sketched long ago by Goethe saying that regressive epochs are
marked by emphasis on a subjective world-view caused by a focus on the internal;
however, “all trends of a progressive epoch are objective…every truly excellent
endeavor turns from within out toward the world (as cited by Hughes, 1993).“ Focus
shifted inward, away from each other, leading to an increased concentration on
individual gain. Capitalism combined with economic prosperity allowed us more
choices, and seemingly, more control. The erosion of social controls opened space for
expanded individual autonomy (Inglehart, 1997). Continued prosperity and greater
availability of formal education led to a proliferation of professionals and professional
services organizations. The seeds for the rebirth of entrepreneurism and selfawareness were being sown. Individualism became powerful and profitable (Seligman,
1990). The self became the sacred cow of American culture (Hughes, 1993). Our
behavior changed;
we became increasingly competitive, and so did our culture. Elements of this model
can still be seen in the American school system’s inclination to require children to
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compete rather than cooperate in the classroom, to refrain from sharing information
with one another.
While community leaders and policy makers have known that a system of positive
interdependence (your success equals my success) is more adaptive than a structure of
negative interdependence (your success equals my failure), our culture still invites and
rewards individual accomplishment and competition (Kohn, 1992). Little or no time is
spent teaching cooperative problem solving techniques or encouraging collective
solutions as methods of approach (Wuagneux, 1996). The continuity of cooperative
relationships over time helps build relationships on which social norms depend.
Throughout history, when primordial social organizations such as families were strong,
it was so because the social capital upon which it depended was abundant (Coleman,
1993). However, the persistence of accentuating the importance of the individual
releases us from the obligation of consideration and responsibility to others in a group
weakening the bonds of community. “The problem of mankind today is…there is no
meaning in the group…all is in the individual; the lines of communication have been
cut, and we have been split in two” (Campbell, 1949). Once emotionally and
cognitively relieved from much of their responsibility to others, and liberated by the
anonymity that disengagement from community offers, people became comfortable
competing aggressively and increasingly anxious to establish identity.

Societal

norms are a product of the actions of those within the system in response to external
forces, and the amount of social capital within the system allowing for cooperation and
collusion. Social capital is produced by trust, interaction, and validation (Putnam,
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1993). According to both Coleman (1993) and Putnam (1993), overtime, these
conditions have ceased to be met. The social capital needed for primordial
institutions, such as families and communities, has been undermined by the decline of
social networks. Social circles have expanded, but without any depth of social
relations. The “electronic village” has replaced the community, people may live in the
same neighborhood or the same house, but they are not interacting; our children are
being raised by appliances (Pipher, 1998). The majority of the newest generations of
adults that make up our communities today have learned more of their values and
behaviors from watching television than from direct human contact. Through this
medium, people have learned that they are the most important person in the universe,
that impulses should not be denied, that pain should not be tolerated, and that the
solution to every ill is an obtainable product. These adults expect quick, easy,
permanent fixes; (they) do not realize the significance of process, or the necessity of
fellowship (citation).

“Communities” of adults have formed over the last decade

less within physical places and more around common interests. These onedimensional
communities exist in health spas, computer chat rooms, etc. However, because these
relationships only encompass one small part of a person’s life, there is virtually no
cohesiveness. Without some form of purpose for reliance or cooperation, the stability
of these social structures disintegrates (Putnam, 1993). In his life form, an individual is
only a fraction and distortion of a complete being; the totality, the fullness of man, is
not in the separate member, but in the body of society as a whole; the individual can
only be an organ. From his group, he has derived his techniques of life; if he presumes
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to cut himself off, he breaks his only connection with the sources of his existence
(Campbell 1949). Clearly defined social duties allow us predictable expectations of
those around us. Meeting these obligations validates our existence and provides a
vital sense of connectedness and belonging essential to satisfying quality of life.
“Anyone in exile from the community is nothing (citation).”
The Impotent Community
The country is suffering deeply with social and economic difficulty; there is no
national leadership or policy strong enough to ensure longterm capability, but these
problems can be dealt with piecemeal at a local level (Forrester, 1975). Communities
have been left sufficiently weakened to question their current abilities and willingness
to collectively accept challenge. The human limbic system’s two most powerful tools
are learning and memory (Goleman, 1995). Sadly, much of what we have learned and
passed into collective memory socially in the last three to four generations has been
maladaptive to our health as a society. Citing a study that showed Americans expect to
be tried by a jury of their peers, but are reluctant to serve on a jury themselves, Etzioni
(1993) described contemporary civic culture as having “a strong sense of entitlement,
that is, a demand that the community provide more services and strongly uphold rights
coupled with a relative weak sense of obligation to the…community.”
Shared value systems provide any group of people with the group identity that is
necessary as a basis for sound community living. Our culture has been engaged in such
terrific cultural and social changes during this period, there has been little time to
adapt functionally. , Etzioni (1993) cites a 1989 study by People for the American Way,
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“America’s unique characteristic emphasizes freedom and license almost to the
exclusion of service or participation.”
The changes in our culture have come about through learned behaviors attributable
to external factors. As Dr. Martin Seligman discovered in his research of learned
helplessness (1990), most humans give up when they learn that their actions don’t
matter (i.e., would not change a given outcome). They manifest passive behaviors
when they discover that the result of a particular choice will cause them to continue to
be taken care of by others. There is uncertainty in these radically changing times; we
feel victimized, helpless, and resigned. “Our institutions are failing us, and the
communal bonds of our culture are breaking down creating hopelessness with its own
reality that becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy (Pipher, 1998).” Without realizing it,
individuals and communities have given up control by accepting what is offered, and
by competing with one another for what is made available rather than seeking viable
alternatives.
The propagation of mandated external programs from the outside has cut through
the remaining social fabric of community and sown “clienthood” where citizenry once
grew (McKnight, 1995). Clients are people who are dependent upon and controlled by
their helpers; clients understand themselves in terms of their deficiencies.
Citizens…believe in their capacity to act. Good citizens make strong communities
(Osbourne & Gaebler, 1992). Dependent citizens seek a faceless entity always
available to blame so “rights” go on without the other half of citizenship: duty and
obligation (Hughes, 1993). The fallout of this conditioning has been the topic of
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numerous studies, but described most succinctly by the oftencited senior fellow of the
Hoover Institution, Thomas Sowell, in his work The Vision of the Anointed.
Despite initial claims that various government services would lead
to…more people becoming self-sufficient, the very opposite
number of people receiving public assistance more
1977. The dollar value of public housing
amount spent on food
dependency as

happened. The

than doubled from 1960 to

rose nearly five-fold in a decade and the

stamps rose ten-fold…the war on poverty increased

these policies went into effect… (Sowell, 1995)

The little power that communities have retained is made ever more impotent by
strong service systems and disengaged inhabitants. The characteristics and
performance of communities is limited to the abilities and make-up, both sociological
and psychological, of the population. Confidence is the critical ingredient in being able
to leave the security of what is familiar and what is unfamiliar. Dependent, enabled
individuals that are emotionally and responsibly disconnected from the needs and
resources of their local environment constitute weak communities
(McKnight, 1995).
According to the 1995 work Danger in the Comfort Zone, people are not at their
keenest when life is too safe. When people receive without having to achieve, they are
protected from failure. “By protecting people from risk, we destroy self-esteem and
rob them of the opportunity to become strong, competent people. Facing risk is the
only way to gain confidence because confidence is the result of mastering challenges.
“A victim mentality has created a community culture that awaits and expects rescue.
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Recognizing platoons as communities that must not look to the outside for survival, the
U.S. Marine Corps investigated the victim mentality phenomenon. They have since
used their understanding of this psychology to their advantage by purposely placing
new recruits in conditions of anxiety. They use this anxiety to create bonding, peer
support, and pressure to perform. This method is highly successful in creating high
individual and group performance, which results in increased confidence in
themselves, and each other.
McKnight (as cited by Osbourne) maintains that the solutions must come from with
the “associations of community: the family, the neighborhood, the church, the
voluntary organization” because it is the community that has commitment to its
members and understands its problems. Instead of strength, courage, and confidence,
existential security has bred people that have never pushed past risk to success; they
are cautious and avoid risk. These people have grown to search for protection over
solution. Their experience of not being asked or listened to tells them that they are
not capable and that they cannot rely on their own judgment (Bardwick, 1995).
The Independent-Dependent Paradox
The decline of reciprocal relationships and acceptance of obligation between
individuals on a community level is reflected in the reality that the community is no
longer seen as encompassing the daily life, but as a segment of it to be dealt with as
interest, time and resources permit.
The wellness of a community and a commitment to improve the quality of life of
inhabitants is now generally seen as the responsibility of someone else. Most
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communities in the United States have relinquished control to planners, agencies,
representatives, and consultants (McKnight, 1995). This fact has affected our culture
and our communities. By examining the evolution of the community, it is possible to
recognize a pattern of correlation between community development strategies,
collective behavior, and outcomes (Flora & Flora, 1993). Since the second half of this
century when, in response to the economic disparity among our citizens, our national
government created and contrived programs designed to provide resources for those
able to demonstrate need, fewer and fewer community development decisions were
made locally (McKnight, 1995). Outsiders began to accept the responsibilities of the
community. This, in addition to the growing trend to rely upon the services of
constructed, rather than primordial, social organizations led to a further release from
personal responsibility to the family or community, a consequent narrowing of
individual experience, and a climate of learned helplessness (McKnight 1995).
Social systems are inherently insensitive to most policy changes designed to alter
behavior “in fact, social systems draw attention to the very points at which an attempt
to intervene will fail” defeated by the conflict created throughout the broader system
(Forrester, 1975). Such has been the case with the numerous community development
initiatives created by state agencies to “fix” the problems of declining community well
being. Bardwick (1995) determined that the dynamics of a coincident disintegration,
that of human relationships, could be observed finding that too much security
provided for too many people, was not good for our communities or our people.
While trying to resolve community difficulties with simple-systems, cause and effect
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solutions, policy makers watch the needs grow, change and multiply leaving more
complicated difficulties to be dealt with (Forrester, 1975).
Maslow’s (1970), needs hierarchy is one way to look at and explain how people
react to perceived quality of life deficiencies. Different sets of needs are arranged
hierarchically with basic needs such as survival/safety at the bottom and the need for
self-actualization (the setting and achieving of personal goals) an upper order. His
theory maintains that once an individual’s basic needs are met, an individual will be
motivated to pursue the fulfillment of the higher needs: love, belonging, self-esteem
and selfactualization. Significantly however, Aslanian and Brickell (1980) contend that
the desire to change behavior is dependent upon participation. Supporting the
premise that if lower order needs are provided for externally, individuals who have not
participated in meeting these needs are unlikely to move on to the next level.
Similarly, individuals who are not involved in community improvement decisions or
subsequent project implementation feel no connection, no obligation, no satisfaction,
nor an opportunity for validation making their cooperation, or the success of the
project highly improbable.
In another study, Miller (1967, as cited in Cross, 1981) explores the forces affecting
motivation to participate in development efforts. He found in some instances,
programs themselves inhibit cooperation; this is especially true when success is seen
as leading to an unpleasant consequence “the negative forces outweigh the positive
forces and result in a reluctance to participate.” This can be the case when
collaboration in community or self-improvement means the removal of the familiar
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safety net of external monies or services. According to Bardwick’s (1995) findings, the
psychology descendant of these safety nets destroys motivation, lowers productivity,
and, in the long run, crushes self-esteem.

Without an understanding of

community dynamics and how policy influences behavior, most policy makers still
focus on their understood connection between economics and degree of well being.
They believe that in order to have improved quality of life, first the economy of a
community must be repaired. Galbraith, in his 1996 work The Good Society: The

Humane Agenda states that strong economic performance is a “socially urgent”
necessity of well being. However, it can be argued that quality of life does not come
from the degree of local economic vitality; rather, quality of life is improved through
the building of social capital, which contributes to economic growth. For a society to
flourish, people must share some common belief and a purposeful action for the
common good (Pipher, 1998). When people are not held accountable, when individual
contribution has lost its perceived value, when quality of life doesn’t change with
effort, then there is no urgency, no vitality no energy. People become apathetic.
People lose heart. Without a sense of being a part of something, without feeling
valued through contribution, there is no meaning. Motivation is reduced to the lowest
common denominator. “The most important single lesson I have learned is that
human capacity is what it has to be (Cousins, 1981).”
Our increased demand for strong leadership in others expresses a desire for others
to assume the ownership and responsibility for our group, our organization, our society
(Block, 1993). The nation known for independence had changed. Rather than take on
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the responsibilities of assisting members of their own community in need, local
decision-makers allow outside intervention, often exacerbating the situation. Research
now demonstrates that extrinsic relief of external symptoms can reinforce, or
instigate, the very behaviors that remain the true underlying cause of need. “Social
systems usually exhibit fundamental conflict between the short and long-term
consequences of policy change; a policy which produces improvement in the short run
is usually one which degrades the system in the long run (Forrester, 1975).”
Osbourne and Gaebler (1992) found that “communities enforce standards of
behavior more effectively than bureaucracies or service professionals.” They
determined that reliance on these services contributes to the disintegration of
community based social improvement efforts and the decline of healthy behaviors
affecting quality of life. In examples supporting this theory, Osbourne and Gaebler
(1992) showed that locally funded homeless shelters that required residents to
perform chores, abstain from alcohol and drugs, look for work or take classes and save
a percentage of any income were abandoned in large numbers when an outside
agency-run shelter opened. The new shelters required nothing of residents, except
indigence. In was later discovered that the locally run shelters which had required
resident participation in wellness were not only vastly less expensive to operate, but
had only a fraction of the return rate (individuals returning in need) of those run by
outside government agencies. As detrimental policies and programs worsened the
economic and social fabric of communities, competition for external funds increased
continuing the downward spiral. The frequent costly duplicity and appalling
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inefficiency of bureaucratic programs is further revealed by a study performed by
Kallenback and Lyons (1989) which ascertained that only 35% of government and
private aid allotted for the assistance of the poor ever reaches the target population.
The majority, 52.6%, goes to service providers: job trainers, lawyers, and social service
agencies).
By abdicating responsibility to outside agents and agencies, over time, our people
have lost much of the knowledge that was once an integral part of a thriving
community. Unlike the interdependence practiced early in America’s history based
upon personal relationships and measures of reciprocal service, this modern
dependence is usually upon a previously unfamiliar individual or group. This is
significant not only because those outside a community are rarely stakeholders with a
vested interest in that community’s well being, but also because those inside the
community feel they are no longer a part of their community’s dynamic (Sowell, 1996).
When responsibility is removed from the individual, and the community is seen at the
bottom of a hierarchical organization, “where power comes from the top down,
“people look up and wait for orders rather than risk, rather than try, rather than
innovate (Bardwick, 1995).” The extent of our daily reliance on the knowledge of a
host of outsiders is a relatively new phenomenon. This dependence has resulted in a
“weird mix of dissatisfaction and entitlement; we’ve been socialized to be selfcentered, impulsive and addicted; we trivialize the important and elevate the trivial
(Pipher, 1998).”
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The competitive and dependence behaviors that are generally thought of as innate
were adopted, passed on through generations, and reinforced through learned
behaviors in childhood. These behaviors have changed how we view our place in
society and the relationships we recognize and value. According to Inglehart (1997),
the unprecedented increase in the level of prosperity consequent of the post-World
War II economic boom led to fundamental changes in the formative experiences of our
youth altering their value of family and community. Real per capita income rose to
levels several times greater than ever before. The economic pie became much bigger
which encouraged a greater sense of economic security. However, this unprecedented
prosperity interacted with the emergence of the burgeoning bureaucratic program era.
A sense of existential security, not wealth, is the crucial variable; the government
reinforced economic growth by producing a sense of security through safety-net
programs. The economic pie was now being distributed more evenly and more reliably
than before with no correlation to exchange. Safe, solvent communities were being
seen for the first time as a right to be bestowed and accepted, rather than internally
created or inherited.

For the first time in history, a large share of the population

grew up with the feeling that prosperity could be taken for granted; most of the
population no longer lived under conditions punctuated by hunger and widespread
economic insecurity. Logically, it would seem that this era of security and abundance
would induce higher levels of well being and encourage creativity and exploration.
Ironically, as their existence has become increasingly secure, people have responded
by becoming increasingly reluctant to risk. In addition, while raising life expectancies,
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the combined care-taking/competitive structure of our modern society has begun to
produce diminishing returns through increasing psychological stress. When economic
factors begin to fade in importance, there is a marked increase in survival threatening
lifestyle changes. These include a striking increase in drug, alcohol, and tobacco
consumption (Inglehart, 1997). This response to the avoidance of risk and
responsibility either consciously or unconsciously stems from the individual’s perceived
lack of control. Loss of control leads to collapse into personal guilt and the numbing
alternative of licit and illicit substances (McKnight, 1995).

As explained by McKnight

& Kreitzmann in their 1993 handbook for city planners Building Communities from

the Inside Out, an asset and resource mentality exists on the individual level, or it does
not exist at all. What can work is the fostering of conditions in which individuals are
responsible for performing. The way we govern our lives, the obstacles we overcome,
the achievements we master and the way we deal with what is real is how we earn our
self-esteem that gives us value to ourselves and allows us to realize our value to others
(Bardwick, 1995). “Self-esteem comes from doing things well, from discovering the
truth from a lie, and from finding out what unites us and separates us (Hughes, 1993).”
When an individual becomes secure through the formulation/implementation of
decisions and the successful attainment of personally established goals, the individual
retains control and is not embodied in the paradox. This is, in short, the contradiction
of entitlement. The profusion of state services relieving us of the uncertainty of our
lives has, however inadvertently, generated an unprecedented degree of existential
insecurity and dependence.
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Policy Backfire

The Policy Research Institute (PRI) performed an in-depth investigation of the
evolvement of community development programs in 1993. Their findings, (as cited by
Bardwick 1995), further demonstrate the correlation between dependence behavior
and social service dominated community development policy. In part, PRI discovered
that as communities gave up responsibilities and control, residents began to see
themselves in terms of their needs and to accept that their well being was dependent
upon their successful competition for the services of outsiders.
This “needs” or “victim” mentality feeds and sustains the most insidious form of
competition, the battle for what is seen as being owed that is driven by a need for
something to defend and control. Community leaders came to be measured by their
ability to attract resources. This was achieved primarily by emphasizing the
community’s problems and deficiencies and playing down their capacities and
strengths. We do not hold victims responsible, and once people think of themselves as
victims, they have a reason to excuse themselves from normal, accountable behavior
(Bardwick, 1995).
“Our new found sensitivity decrees that only the victim is a hero…to be vulnerable is
to be invincible; complaint gives you power (Hughes, 1993).” The result of this has
been a continued breakdown of the glue that binds communities. Residents cease to
look to neighborhood-to-neighborhood connections for mutual support and problem
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solving. Instead, they see their most important relationships as those that will provide
outside services and funding (Bardwick, 1995).
Policy makers, McKillip (1987) points out, are aimed at helping identify the
problems of other people; however, often a person that another believes to be in need
neither recognizes the problem, nor is willing to use an instituted solution. Author and
MIT scholar Dr. Jay Forrester wrote, “Why can’t public services get ahead of demand?
Why do the best of intentions for improving a city lead instead to greater social
pressures e.g.
increases in drug addiction, higher crime rates, and greater welfare loads?” The
answer, he concluded, lies in a phenomenon called the “attractiveness principle.” The
attractiveness principle states that social programs keep those in need comfortable
making places with abundant and ambitious social programs attractive to people who
need them – the ill, the poor, the unskilled, the inactive, the addicted, the emotionally
imbalanced, the weak, the physically and mentally challenged, the criminal, the elderly,
etc.; in other words, those least able or likely to pay into the tax base used for their
support. On the other hand, the higher tax rate and increasing population of
dependent people makes the same place equally unattractive to the capable,
financially enterprising “movers and shakers” needed to provide the tax base for those
who remain dependent. Policies aimed at improving the quality of life by supplying
generous social services can devastate communities in the long run. Those that have
the most at stake, the citizens of the community must consider that most un-American
of all ideas – limits. Unless control through self-interest is acceptable, and ways are
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available to exercise this control, there is no incentive for any city to solve its own
problems. If there is to be any hope in the ability of citizens to have a voice in
determining policies that directly affect them. “Local areas must be able to control
their destinies in different ways and toward different ends (Gilliam 1990).” In order for
a person to progress toward the point of taking action, each must actively think about
change which requires a goal with meaning, and an acceptance and awareness that
their actions influence what takes place in their individual and collective present and
future. With no sense of control, individuals act impulsively without regard or
understanding of the consequences of their actions.
Policy makers often assume such behavior intentionally defiant. Yet, there is
evidence that that these behaviors are the product of a more complex process. Kegan
(1994) uses an apt metaphor of a bridge to describe how understanding behavior and
augmenting policy can encourage willingness to risk by explaining that if a bridge is
built to a goal they want their constituents to attain, if the policy fails to encourage
self-worth, they will fail. “Just because the bridge has been built does not mean
anyone will actually walk across it.” The bridge that connects where people are and
where they want to be must be built by stakeholders from both ends; the powers-thatbe must find the right mix of support and challenge to affect growth and stimulate selfconfidence (Plasker, 1996).
The Turning of the Tide
The breakdown in familial structure and other social institutions such as schools,
churches and communities, has not gone unnoticed leading to a gradual shift in
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priorities in which the search for belonging, esteem, and intellectual and aesthetic
satisfaction has became more prominent (Inglehart, 1997). As people reevaluate their
fragmented perceptions, they begin to realize that the “luring” of outside intervention
and funding is both self-defeating and risky (Henderson, 1995). An increasing
emphasis on personal economic achievement, a shift toward materialistic priorities, a
de-emphasis on communal obligation, and the acceptance that social status could be
something achieved rather than inherited, created modern, materialist society
(Inglehart 1997).
Now, after two decades of nearly imperceptible mutation of the industrial model,
Americans are experiencing the noticeable effects of what has been termed a “culture
shift” (Pritchett, 1993). Social change is not linear; no society continues to change in
the same direction indefinitely. At some point, it reaches the point of diminishing
returns. This is the case with our society, which has reached a point of inflection and
has begun to change direction. This shift is evidenced in the behaviors exhibited by our
people. As research on the theory performed between 1970 and 1997 by Inglehart
(1997) reflects, “a clear and statistically significant trend toward post-materialist
values” is underway.
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Diagram 2.1 The shift from Modernization to Post-modernization:
changing emphasis on key aspects of life. Adapted from Inglehart
(1997).

These “postmodern” values emphasize human autonomy and diversity over
hierarchy and a revalorization of tradition. While much of this century was defined by
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achievements in science and technology leading to the word “new” becoming nearly
synonymous with the word “good,” tradition once again has positive value.

Traditional, Modern, and Postmodern Society: Societal Goals and
Values. Adapted from Inglehart (1997).
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Our behavior in the form of trends and popular choices indicates people want more
from their lives; and the process of community development must reflect this need.
Community development initiatives designed to singularly address community cash
flow by attracting industry and grant monies are operating with outdated information
that will not address needs of the changed and changing climate of communities. “In
many areas of (community) development there has been a paradigm shift from linear
problem solutions to systemic models (Flora, Flora, & Wade, 1996).” “Whatever this
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next stage will be called, it is being brought about through powerful and much delayed
feedback loops…information from destructive activities going back hundreds of years is
being incorporated into the system…collapsing the underlying framework of
industrialism (Hawking, 1995).” “In order for communities to thrive, they must have a
sense of themselves, who they are and what they want... while the 1980s and early
1990s were decades of increasing…lust for economic prosperity, the late 1990s have
dawned an age of searching for something more
(Flora, Flora & Sharp, 1997; Gasteyer & Flora, 1998).”
In a 1995 published interview, Paul Hawkin, author of The Next

Economy described his awareness of ongoing societal changes affecting the future of
communities saying that these events are the signature of a fundamental shift…
industrialism was a promise that became a shadow… now being moved by the
burgeoning volunteer movement or “Third Wave”, also know as the third sector.
Howe, McMahon and Propst (1997) explain that the broader national dialogue about
the future well being of communities has moved beyond monetary values, “important
in this process in the development of the term “community health” which analyzes the
community as a unit” viewing the community as something “not incidental…to be cared
for and nurtured” as a whole. The significance of this movement is that it moves
beyond the measures that would only look at the average well being of individual
members of the community.
Communities are beginning processes intended to move toward generally agreed
upon goals that extend beyond profit, infant mortality or other easily measure
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conventional indicators (citation). There is an increasing emphasis in the search for
more realistic quality of life indicators and useful benchmarks. In the 1980’s, social
scientists in France introduced the term “social economy” in an attempt to separate
outputs that influence social gains that could not be measured in the forms of
revenues as in the market economy. Research indicates that the embracing of postmodern values is indicative of a susceptibility to the ideology of social economics and
the active participation of building social capital. Putnam (1993) describes social
capital in a community as collective norms of reciprocity and mutual trust that enhance
the benefits of investment in physical and human capital, and insists that social capital
is becoming accepted as a seen a vital ingredient in community development all
around the world. Coleman (1993) contends that the required norms of social capital
depend on a dense and relatively closed social structure that has continuity over time,
thus social capital thrives only when individuals within a social system interact with
one another in multiple roles over a period of time. Only then can trust reach
sufficient levels to yield willingness to risk. Only through risk can communities in
transition reach levels of transformation. This required interaction builds internal
networks that facilitate systemic approaches to community challenges.
Abundant social capital can reduce transaction costs within the community; for
instance, search costs (identifying solutions), bargaining costs (achieving agreement),
and enforcement costs; yet, has only begun to receive attention in community
development literature and practice (Taylor & Singleton, 1993; North, 1990). “We
propose that a community which collectively seeks to generate employment or income
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will be more successful in that endeavor if patterns of reciprocity and levels of trust
encourage access to diverse sources of information and resources within and without
the community, and favor the distinctive skills and knowledge of the various social
groups in the community (Flora, Flora, & Sharp,

1997).”
One consequence of this shift is the resurgence of volunteerism. The segment of
society involved is known collectively as the “third sector.” This third sector offers a
much-needed remedy to the “client mentality” that has dictated much of twentiethcentury community evolution (Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993; Rifkin, 1995). “There is
reason to be hopeful that a new vision based on transformation of consciousness and a
new commitment to community will take hold (Rifkin, 1995).” As evidence of the
prevalence of this shift, there is a new “emphasis on continuous learning organizations
in business, holistic management in agriculture, soft-systems in engineering, and asset
mapping and capacity building in community development (Flora, Flora & Wade,
1996).” “Volunteers are happy people. One cure for cynicism and narcissism is social
action. Social action makes communities better, and gives people a sense of meaning
and purpose. The person that turns off daytime TV and teaches an immigrant to read
feels better about life. Whether it is in response to a community disaster or to
everyday need, working with others can rekindle idealism and rebuild communities
(Pipher, 1998).”
Change From Within
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“Communities often struggle to maintain vitality and even a sense of identity…
(policy) decisions make the difference between survival and decay, between prosperity
and decline (Shannon, 1998).” Local governments are taking on an increasing role in
determining the fate of communities as national leaders move toward embracing the
rhetoric of local decision makers’ superior ability to solve local problems (Flora, Flora,
& Sharp, 1997). Until recently, the disconnectedness of populations from each other
and their local environment was not considered as a factor to be considered by policy
makers outside the social services sector. However, during the last half of this decade,
the lack of personal association and commercial connection between individuals and
communities has become recognized as contributing to the lethargic condition of local
and regional economics gaining the attention of policy makers. “Slowly, government
has begun to respond… (to) the same themes of community ownership and
empowerment in virtually every segment of public life (Osbourne & Gaebler, 1992).”
In the areas where this correlation has become accepted, policy makers and grassroots
organizations are working together to create community projects designed to inspire
cooperation and restore the health and vitality of their communities.
It is hard to get adults to make core changes and these changes do not come swiftly
(Bardwick, 1995). Prochaska, Norcross, and DiClemente (1994) discuss six stages of
change: pre-contemplation (a point before the need for change is recognized),
contemplation (awareness of need and consideration of change), preparation, action,
maintenance, recycling (modifying) and termination. The skipping of stages, whether
by externally mandated community programs or grassroots efforts can cause
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subsequent regression. Special attention on the front end (contemplation and
preparation) provides comfort, commitment, and capability to continue. Any
transformation requires learning, making a willingness to participate in the learning
process essential for successful change. An educational need is defined by Knowles
(1980) as a “discrepancy between what individuals (or society) want themselves to be
and what they are; the difference between aspiration and reality.” A similar definition
by Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1988) is the “gap between a desired state of affairs and
the present state of affairs.”
The opposite of the psychology of entitlement is the psychology of learning/earning.
Where there is a psychology of learning/earning, people feel a part of their community
because they do not feel powerless, subservient, or feel the need to protect
themselves. People with a learning/earning mentality see others as colleagues, not
competitors; they feel no need to win at the expense of others. Only where there is
this revelation or manifestation of self-efficacy do people achieve, solve problems,
move forward, and adapt. With less bureaucratic security, communities are forced to
look at problems, learn to articulate, address, and solve them incrementally.
Complacency falls away. A success increases confidence, innovation and performance
(Bardwick, 1995).

Findings produced by the research done by David McClelland of

Harvard University and John Atkinson of the University of Michigan indicate that
motivation to achieve and level of effort will keep rising until the expectation of
success reaches 50%. Then, although expectancy continues to increase, motivation
falls. When the goal is seen as too easy or too certain, there ceases to be motivation
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or effort. The Yerkes-Dodson law, sometimes cited as the only example of a scientific
psychological law, states that “Anxiety improves performance until a certain optimal
level of arousal is reached (Bardwick, 1995).”
This shift toward greater local control will be monitored closely both internally and
externally. Flora, Flora, and Wade (1996) pointed out that those concerned with
building community capacity and increasing community well being are at a
disadvantage when dealing with government entities that require evidence of
improvement in ways that are easily quantified. For example, programs designed to
provide jobs are popular because added jobs are easy to count “indeed many
concessions are made by communities based on the sacredness of job creation
(Eisinger, 1988).” Yet, it is difficult to measure what new jobs mean to a community;
the ability of citizens to better understand the interrelations among the parts of its
system allows them to select appropriate benchmarks to guide the way. “Fewer and
fewer practitioners or policy people are embracing an exclusively economic strategy…it
is pointless to pit economic remedies against human investment
remedies…opportunities can’t be seized by people who lack skills, motivation,
networks, and confidence in themselves and their future
(Schorr, 1993).”
“Locally generated measures of initial community capacity, and how it changes over
time, are crucial for implementing action and assessing its impact… once the
community understands its current assets, it can then work to enhance them to meet
its collective vision (Flora, Flora, & Sharp, 1997).”
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Motivation, Persistence and Learning

“It is poor self-esteem that places us in an adversarial relationship to our well being
(Branden, 1994).” Participation in group activities is least frequent in those with poor
self-esteem. And lack of self-esteem is perhaps the single greatest obstacle to the selffulfillment and well being (DuBois, 1989). Improving self-view involves changing
behaviors.
Motivating people to change behaviors or accept new ideas is difficult, even when the
change has obvious advantages (Rogers, 1981). The most important factor affecting
the adoption of new behaviors is the perceived compatibility to beliefs and values
learned in the past (citation).

Many studies have related adult learning to improved

persistence and well being (Campbell, 1984; Cross, 1981; Hathaway & Rhodes, 1979;
Meyers, 1988; Reiff, 1982). Adults that participate in continuing education programs,
termed “persisters,” used more positive adjectives to describe themselves than did
others (Rolfe & Wilson, 1979). Self-efficacy helps determine how much effort people
will expend, and how long they will persevere, when confronting obstacles. Selfefficacy also contributes to how resilient people are affecting their recovery from
adverse situations (Bandura, 1986).
Throughout his research, Bandura (1986) describes the interrelationship between
learning and self-efficacy. He defined the four influences upon self-efficacy as
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“mastery experiences.” They are: (1) personal success (the most powerful means), (2)
vicarious experience (provided by interaction with others seen as social models), (3)
social persuasion (positive feedback from others), and (4) self-feedback based on all
these experiences.
According to the findings of Tripp (1998), learning experiences establish “goal-directed
behaviors that encourage the thought processes by which perseverance in difficult
tasks occurs.”
Meyers (1988) found that by participating in activities that promoted learning for
change, adults developed a greater internal locus of control and reported an increase
in positive self-talk. Self-concept, self-image and self-esteem are all contributions of
the learning process (Seligman, 1991).

If participation and involvement promote

development on an individual level, then this development would likely contribute to
wellness and improved quality of life. Correspondingly, if an individual persists in these
behaviors, it is likely to have a positive affect on others and improve communal well
being. The first step in successful program planning is to factor in methods to address
the motivation and participation of the learners (Boyle, 1981; Brookfield, 1988; Cross,
1981; Knowles, 1980; Vella, 1994; Wlodkowski, 1985). In 1963, Csikszentmihalyi (1993)
began research into human development, specifically the process of inspiration and
what it is that causes people to become interested in participating in an activity, and
further, what it is that inspires people to continue doing something. After many years
of study he concluded that these behaviors were the result of an improved state of
mind he called “flow.”
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The subject of his focus then became to discover when flow was likely to occur, and
what circumstances lead or contributed to flow. Decades of research produced results
contrary to those expected. In discussing the question of when flow occurred, he
stated that “Contrary to expectation, flow usually occurs not during relaxing moments
of leisure and entertainment, but rather when people are actively involved in a difficult
enterprise, in a task that stretches our physical or mental abilities.” Similarly, he found
that it was not the achievement of a goal that lead to flow, but the process of working
toward the goal. He offers as an example artists, surgeons, and athletes that forget
hunger, social obligations and fatigue while in pursuit of their objective, but show a
lack of interest in the objective once it has been obtained “fascination lasts as long as
the painting remained unfinished …once it stopped changing and growing, the artist
usually leaned it against the wall and turned…attention to a blank canvas.”
In a remarkable depiction of the interface of the engaged-self and the environment
during development, Csikszentmihalyi (1993) discovered that the common
circumstances that tend to lead to this state of flow depend on two sets of conditions.
The first set of conditions involves external governing factors. They are (1) concrete
goals and manageable rules for activities, (2) the opportunity to adjust opportunities to
capabilities, (3) clear information in response to effort, and (4) a lack of distraction.
The second set of conditions is internal (within the individual). They are (1) an ability
to match skills to opportunities, (2) the setting of manageable goals, (3) an aptitude for
reading and understanding conscious and subliminal feedback from others, (4) an
ability to concentrate deeply, and (5) a strong sense of “self”. From the
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correspondence of these internal and external factors, it can be postulated that these
processes influence one another. In other words, the conditions most likely to initiate
flow involve a relational reflection between what exists within an individual and his
outer world.

In an unrelated, but comparable study of human interaction with their

environment, Siebert (1996) investigated the history, behavior, and outlook of
survivors. He did so by interviewing hundreds of people that had survived myriad
tragedies from airplane crashes to war and prison camps. Siebert had hopes of gaining
a better understanding of how humans deal with their environment successfully under
difficult circumstances. In doing so, he has revealed evidence of what processes and
mechanisms are at work that impels an individual to persist despite a lack of conditions
favorable to motivation and persistence as described by Csikszentmihalyi (1993). He
concluded that there are sets of skills that make up a “survivor personality,” and more
importantly, that this set of skills can be learned. The individuals most persistent (and
successful) in their efforts to survive were not necessarily the most intelligent or the
least fearful, but those that interacted well with the events unfolding around them.
They had the ability and willingness to change with their environment. This, Siebert
(1996) found, is learned. Siebert recognized and categorized three types of learning as
inner, self-motivated, selfmanaged learning coming from direct experience; modeling,
learning that occurs from imitating others; and controlled learning that is directed by a
figure of authority. Survival requires adaptability; it is the key to interaction, the ability
to be fluid and creative, to change. “Change requires learning…the kind of learning
that leads to thriving is a selfmanaged learning which comes directly from experience.
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This skill comes from the struggle. In the school of life, the responsibility is on the
learner, not the teacher (citation).
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Diagram 2.2 Learning and Thriving. Adapted from Siebert,
(1996).
Each time a person works through, and recovers from, a difficult
experience, self-confidence and efficacy are improved. The adaptive
strategies
that are learned as a result of facing these challenges
reinforce a person’s
resiliency and increase their probability of
success in the future.

Distressing Experiences Diminish Through Learning Experiences

People with an advanced level of learning experiences develop more complex
personalities from which to draw a greater variety of resources crucial when handling
variable, unpredictable, chaotic, or changing conditions. Controlled learning, or
learning exacted on others by an external authority, leads to the learner being locked
into a prescribed way of acting, thinking, feeling and expressing thoughts. This person
is now theoretically easier to manage, but now given to more “polarized” (either or)
thinking, blocked from naturally evolving behavioral patterns gained through selfmanaged learning and less able to adapt (Johnson, 1996; Siebert, 1996).
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Correspondingly, Hyatt and Gottlieb (1987) found in their study of human
development in response to failure, that people who considered themselves the most
successful were those that felt they were shaped by persisting by means of learning
from the experience. Benefits of this selfdirected learning include reading new
situations and developments more rapidly, better handling of change, improved selfconfidence, the development of guidelines for handling future challenges, a better
sense of control and a better understanding of how ideas are employable. Having the
ability to engage in creative problem solving is learned through informal, peer level
relationships and builds the self-esteem and a sense of control that induces motivation
and sustains persistence. As a consequence, individuals that have not been involved in
self-directed learning are at a strategic disadvantage (citation).
To paraphrase McClelland (1985), motivation is driven by the need for control, the
need for achievement, and the need for affiliation. Each of these needs can be fulfilled
through the engagement in learning activities (Coleman, 1993; Meyers, 1988; Putnam,
1993). Benedict (1970), a cultural anthropologist is credited with coining the term
“synergy” to describe the interaction of individuals that by virtue of their learned sense
of self have developed capability, willingness and the desire to combine their talents
with the talents of others. Synergy is the outcome of interaction (Siebert, 1996).
Maslow (1971) said of these synergistic individuals that they achieve a state of selfish
altruism by making the world a better place for them by making it better for others.
Along with a developed sense of self and a sense of having a degree of control, these
individuals have a high degree of empathy development. Empathy is the ability to
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comprehend accurately what another human thinks and feels, and is the result of
learning through relationships (Siebert, 1996). This quality allows the individual to
comprehend the complex patterns of dynamic relationships necessary to healthy social
development and is noted by Csikszentmihalyi (1993). Empathy is not learned well in a
controlled/directed learning environment, as long as the person teaching is not seen as
having the same status, or having to live by the same rules or laws being taught.
Having the ability to engage in creative problem solving is learned through informal,
peer level relationships and builds the self-esteem and sense of control that induces
motivation and sustains persistence. As a consequence, individuals that have not been
involved in self-directed learning are at a strategic disadvantage (Siebert, 1996).
The type of learning opportunities that inspire interest surface in an unrelated study
of human motivation and persistence in response to need Vella (1994) found that
motivation to participate and to persist is greatly enhanced when the basic theme of
what is being learned is seen by the learner as being integral to the participant’s life. In
fact, recognition of need appears to be fundamental in inspiring learning opportunities.
McKillip (1987) and Wlodkowski (1985) discovered that the feeling of need and
willingness to participate in learning activities depends on the awareness and
understanding of the population into its own needs. Boyle (1981) explored the role
values play in the level of participation and program acceptance and found that
motivation increases when participants feel comfortable discussing their individual and
group values. This analysis reinforces the work of Anderson and Niemi (1970) on the
causes and behavior of reactive subsystems stating that without a forum to openly
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express its ideas, a segment of society will develop its own values, which are usually at
variance with those of the larger society. In this event, variance often becomes seen as
a common platform or need to be addressed motivating individuals to pull away from
the larger society rather than participate in its development.
For most, to effectively adapt to the changing demands of the social environment,
and be motivated to participate for meaningful change requires learning new
interactive skills. To be motivated to learn these skills, community members must see
that a need they can identify with exists, and feel their participation is valued.

Reactive Subsystems

Community is relations among people, the social bond, the integrative component
of all social life, so when the behavior of the individual changes, so does the behavior
of the community (Wilkinson, 1986). The burgeoning culture of a community comes
about through “transpersonal patterns established over time within the community
that influence members of the community to behave in similar ways (Oliver, 1989).” In
determining the best content and design for a community development process to
improve quality of life, it is necessary to discover what systems are within the primary
system, why these subsystems exist, and how they respond to change. Today’s
community is not a bounded nation, we have come to expect control; therefore, the
authority which formerly served to coordinate the group can now only break it into
factions (Campbell, 1949). It is widely thought by students of collective behavior that
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phenomena as diverse as nationalism, revolution, and revitalization have or share a
common denominator. This common denominator, according to research performed
by Young (1979) at Cornell University, is what he has termed the “reactive subsystem.”
These subsystems emerge as a result of outside forces on a complex social system,
such as a town, by the larger or primary system, such as regional or state
administration. When these outside forces are perceived by residents as having a
direction at odds with their understanding and vision, subsystems are created by the
reaction to the incompatible policy or view. This is highly significant because the
energies being drawn into the subsystem are drawn away from the direction intended
by those attempting to induce change from outside potentially impacting the success
of a community development process. The values, which characterize the reactive
subsystem, are held within its subculture. These are based upon the perception of
certain basic concepts relative to the primary culture of the larger system. In other
words, they are controlled by the degree of distance perceived between the views of
the controller and the controlled.
In describing conflicting visions of societal change Sowell (1995) labels those who
feel worthy of making change for others as the “anointed” and those who feel
hopeless and helpless as the “benighted.” The anointed, he explains, are not seen as
considering the decisions of others “their decisions are treated as mere impulses for
the anointed to organize and direct toward…strategic points…indeed the whole
process (is) analogized to engineering problems (citation).” The vision of change the
benighted see is incremental, involves the experiences of the masses, and consists of
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trade-offs. Conversely, the change vision of the anointed is categorical, utilizes the
intelligence of the educated few, and consists of solutions to problems. Even when the
goals are identical, the visions are in conflict fractualizing the system further.
Moreover, the subsystem is oriented to the moment, where as the primary system is
oriented to the future; the primary system is interested in striving toward calculated
goals and the subculture values spontaneity over planning. The divergence of these
systems can pull communities apart by dividing solidarity (Anderson &
Niemi, 1970).
In a well know article concerning solidarity behavior, Matossian (1958) contends
that recurrent patterns appear in industrially backward regions having the following
three characteristics (1) having been in contact with the industrial world for at least 50
years; (2) having an emerged intelligentsia or educated class; (3) increased
industrialization being contemplated. While this article was written to discuss the
collective behaviors generated in the Third World by the external influence of the
industrialized West, similarities can be seen, and comparisons made, to the rural, less
industrialized regions of the United States. Matossian (1958) believed the emerging
subsystems in her study were the result of “tensions and ambiguities” caused by a
population not seeing where they fit into the proposed future; “they do not see how
changes in the outer system applies to them.” Under these circumstances, a subgroup
may begin to isolate itself, attempt to redefine the situation, pursue a course of
assimilation and accommodation to regain comfort (Young, 1979). Collective,
communal behavior exhibits an “emphasis on finding a unified and internally
consistent interpretation of their world (Bittner, 1963).”

The emanation of reactive
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subsystems is not invariably negative. In times of war when a nation is the larger
system and the external force an aggressor, the solidarity and collective direction of
the groups within the nation in danger is extremely helpful. This example illustrates
both the greatest asset and the primary liability of reactive subsystems. Because they
are reactive rather than proactive, they rely on contrary stimulus to exist. For this
reason, these groups have a tendency to search for enemies invent enemies, and find
scapegoats. In addition, although subsystem ideology offers the recovery of spiritual
assets, ethical conduct and egalitarianism which can benefit community well being,
these messages are most often integrated with expressions of superiority, legitimacy
and allocation of blame.
As external forces become stronger and are viewed as being more centralized,
subsystems will respond by increasing in solidarity. The subsystem begins by defining
the content of their shared beliefs, and this disposition instigates a palpable divergence
from the larger system that can lead to increased polarization. Polarization is
compelling; it can cause cracks in the system until collapse (Hughes, 1993). The
delineation of the subsystem’s boundary becomes sharper as solidarity increases in a
reaction to “in-group” to “out-group” contrast. The greater the extrinsic force on a
community that sees itself as a pawn in something larger, the greater the
intensification of boundary-maintaining activities and selfisolating tendencies. The
reactive subsystem sees itself as unique and distinctive from the larger system, and
therefore ceases to be engaged with the larger system increasingly feeling at odds with
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it. The emergence of these subsystems is common during the attempted
implementation of new policies by new leaders outside the community because when
“…new leaders and the ideologues take over, it is impossible even for those within the
movement to feel safe.” In contrast, reactive subsystems are less likely to emerge
when policy and administration comes from within. “A regional leader has merely to
ask what is happening…and within a certain degree, will know what (the difficulty) is
(Young, 1979).”

The three variables supporting the organizational structure of

these subsystems are focus, antithetical symbolism, and inclusiveness. In order for
reactive subsystems to degrade, the perceived level of power exerted from outside the
larger system, in this case the community, must ease its hold and be replaced with
understanding and competence. The ability to incorporate as many members of a
community as possible in a transformational process requires diffusing reactive
subsystems. In his research of social conflict Coser, (1954) describes that the
perception of external societal control may lag behind its present level of power, and
includes a high degree of suspicion; for this reason, he recommends using “under-used
channels or information-handling institutions.” An example of this type of informal
information exchange option would be the disclosure of facts through functional,
associational exchanges, typically found in civic organizations. Warning against the
fallout from administrator’s manipulation of facts and use of “information chastity
belts” Wheatley (1994) points out that well-ordered systems need factual information
to self-regulate saying “We need to support people in the hunt for unsettling
information…flowing information leads to the complimentary processes of that create
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new information.” In dynamic, complex systems, information is the fundamental
ingredient determining structure. “For a system to remain alive, (to) move onward,
information must be continuously generated. It is information that gives order, that
prompts growth… it, is the underlying structure (of) the process.” And critically, “if
information is not made available, people make it up; rumors proliferate, things get
out of hand (citation).” It is worth noting since reactive subsystems see little value in
external rhetoric; they produce their own information over time making them more
resistant to larger-system change as time passes. There is evidence that these groups
have a much greater capacity for information than to which they have access. For this
information to be disseminated and accepted by the members of subsystems that they
need information that speaks to a need that they can recognize, in a language they
understand.
A primary culture, which exerts its influence of its internal systems by creating
solutions via programs and performance measurements, becomes a deterrent to the
success of those within the subsystem by instigating derision. The relationship
between policy makers and constituents must be without internal boundaries. No one
can afford the competition and duplication that inevitably results from “internal silos
and territorial attitudes ((Bardwick 1995).” “The social richness of America is its
capacity for cohesion, its willingness not to elevate difference into impassable barriers
and ramparts… (we) must get along by making up practical compromises to meet real
social needs (Hughes, 1993). “We must stop building walls that separate us into a zero
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sum games of winners and losers; we must cooperate for mutual progress on the path
of community (Sklar, 1995).
Communities as Complex Systems
If in nature objects have evolved successfully as parts of an integrated and
complicated whole, and if in our endeavors we seek to cooperate and move as a part
of nature, then a search for significance in interrelationships among superficially
disparate parts of our man-made world would be a reasonable course to follow as a
method of action (Gould, 1997). Communal transformation implies a change in
internal social relationship. Transitions are the natural process of disorientation and
orientation that are required turning points for growth (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991).
Forrester (1975) explored the dynamics of the social systems within communities
and established that complex systems, a class to which corporations, communities and
governments belong, behave in many ways quite the opposite of the simple systems
from which we have gained most of our experience. He noted complex systems such
as communities
“are counterintuitive.” That is, they give indications that suggest corrective action,
which is often ineffective or even adverse in its results. Very often, he asserted
creating policies to correct one difficulty without taking human behavior in complex
systems into account actually intensifies the problem rather than producing a solution.
The reactions and general behavior of individual members of complex systems such
as communities is widely misunderstood. Using the example of a person warming his
hands over a stove, adjusting the distance from the flame to provide maximum
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warmth without getting burned, Forrester (1975) described a simple feedback loop as
one with a single cause and effect variable. Since these simple relationship feedback
loops govern most of our daily activities (walking, driving, etc.), there is a tendency to
attempt to apply similar principles to manage complex systems. However, complex
systems contain a multiplicity of interacting, non-linear relationships. While simple
system cause and effect relationships are immediate and clear, in the complex system,
the cause of a difficulty can be far removed from the apparent symptoms. In fact, true
causes are usually found not in prior events, but in the structure and policies of the
system. In the case of communities, what often appears as an obvious cause to a
problem is actually the result of coincident systems shaped by the internal cause and
effect relationship of numerous variables on many levels. Policy makers, conditioned
by experience and familiarity of simple systems, see a high correlation between the
time of an effect
and its cause, misunderstanding the dynamic behavior of the community as a system.
The outcome of creating policy based on this misunderstanding is most often
ineffectual or detrimental.
City planners and policy makers rely heavily on the information with which they are
provided by advisors and analysts. This makes their methods and interpretations
crucial in the decision making process of community governance. Unfortunately, as
Wheatley (1994) noted, systems analysts tend to focus their attention on the study of
the structure of complex, or open, systems diverting their attention away from the
process of change and growth that make these systems viable over time. Instead,
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analysts look for evidence of stability and therefore back to structure. Structure and
stability are desired traits in systems as they are seen as offering an element of
predictability. It is common practice for policy makers to support an action on the
grounds that it will stabilize and equalize a volatile issue, yet it is known that
equilibrium only exists in closed, steady-state, non-living systems defined as at the end
in a state of evolution. “The point at which a system has exhausted all of its capacity is
useless (Lovelock, 1987). “ At equilibrium, there is nothing left for a system to do; it
can produce nothing more. The most obvious exception to this description is life, open
systems that engage and grow and evolve (Wheatley, 1994). Unlike open, complex
systems, isolated, closed systems, such as machines, have a tendency to wear down, to
give off energy that cannot be recaptured. They and their life cycle are, however,
predictable; consequently, their static nature is preferred and frequently sought to be
replicated. Wheatley (1994) found that by venerating the quantitative nature of closed
systems we have ignored the processes that foster life “it is both sad and ironic that we
have treated…open systems as though they were dead when all this time they have
been capable of selfrenewal.”
Prigogine’s award-winning work, Order out of Chaos, (1984) has demonstrated that
complex systems have the possibility to continually support themselves by drawing
energy from their own environment. He found that these dynamic systems rely on
disequilibrium for their growth. Shared information flowing through uninterrupted
feedback loops amplifies disturbances creating structures within that dissipate the
energy causing the system to reorganize and renew. The interruption of these
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feedback loops causes societies to lose the minimal flexibility required for adaptability
losing the minimal social cohesion to survive (Cromer, 1997).

During long periods of

stable equilibrium, attention is diverted away from real issues, and directed toward
maintaining rank and position according to rules that value structure over process.
Disequilibrium shakes up the system, disrupts rituals, and empowers the innovative
and the resourceful. It is during these periods of disequilibrium that new ideas and
innovations arise. Externally developed societies and social institutions naturally
evolve toward a grid locked state of fragmented and isolated social units, unless the
process is upset by disruptive conflict. Disruption induces disequilibrium;
disequilibrium sparks innovation, which is both its cause and consequence (citation).
This ability of these systems to reconfigure gives them a feature more important
than a closed-system’s stability – resiliency. These internal complexities make the
results of externally mandated change unpredictable within dynamic systems. Still,
this renewal follows a pattern; communities display an “autopoietic nature,” this is
they react to environmental change by reacting in ways that are consistent with the
history and identity of the system. This reaction can be seen throughout history as
turbulent environments produced orderly change and a return of remembered values,
traditions, perhaps currently being expressed in the post-modern shift described in
numerous works from many disciplines
(Flora, Flora, & Wade 1996; Howe, McMahon & Propst, 1997; Inglehart
1997; Rifkin 1995; Wheatley, 1994).
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Collective Process – Communal Learning
In communicating people’s affinity for joining groups, Lamberton and Minor (1995)
wrote that people all have a basic need to be with other people and to relate to them;
“people form ties with those with whom they interact often, and are most likely to
interact with those most like themselves, or like (those people) they’d like to become.
People like groups because they offer activities of interest and because groups can be
of assistance during times of need.” The fundamental parallel between evolution and
learning was exposed by Bateson (1973, 1979); and Hull (1988) argued for viewing
behavior as a logical, self-evolved product of that process. Energy for change is
released when people discover new possibilities for themselves (Goldratt & Cox, 1989).
Without engagement, there is no learning (Vella, 1993). All higher functions originate
through actual relationships; full cognitive development requires social interaction
(Wertsch, 1985). Adults are not interested in storing knowledge, but in answering
questions (Cross, 1981). Paulo Freire espoused views of adult learning that were
predicated on the potential for achieving social transformation through self-discovery;
understanding adult learning is a principal part of our society’s ability to bring about
particular changes. Similarly, Lindeman (1926) held that adult education implies
transformation, growth and a changed understanding of one’s situation in the world,
and that it was this process that would change the nature of the relationship between
the individual and the group.
There are increasingly evident similarities between the behavior and response of
the individual and that of the collective; however, communities are systems not only
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created and controlled by those elected to manage them, but self-organizing entities
that evolve through learning.
There has been extensive research performed on the subject of organizational
learning, primarily for the purpose of altering behaviors in the corporate world to
stimulate higher productivity and increased profits (Alchian, 1950; Merrell, 1984;
Moore, 1993; Morgan, 1986). If community development requires on-going change for
well being and human development requires engagement and participation for
improved quality of life, then there is evidence that this is a co-evolutionary process.
In fact, there is evidence that the biological process of adult learning includes a
mechanism that induces repeated contact with a learning source. Two separate
studies, Buzsaki (1989) and Zalutsky and Nicoll (1990) bear testimony to the
physiological requisite of periods of disengagement between periods of learning. This
cyclic or interval learning results in an optimal level of information retention, and
encourages additional information exchange events which then induce additional
stimulation. This scenario suggests that during times of rest, the brain sets in motion a
neurochemically constructed method of adaptation to learning from experiences. It is
possible that this process is a sort of ignition switch that prompts interactive behavior
(Greenfield, 1995). This co-evolution of biology and behavior would encourage the
recurrent interaction essential for building social capital described by Coleman (1993)
and Putnam (1993).
Evolution is stimulated by either internal or external change, and change with
direction requires learning. Groups that wish to foster learning can increase their level
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of social capital, diffuse subsystem divergence, and enlarge their collective knowledge
by engaging in group learning (Coser, 1954; Price, 1995; Siebert, 1996). Due to the
instinctual and cultural mechanisms of human interaction, group learning occurs
differently than individual learning. This process could be pivotal to effectual
community development. Real learning is double-loop learning where people inquire
of their own roles, and in the process, unlearn deeply ingrained beliefs about
themselves.
According to Scholtes (1997), student of the renowned systems expert Edward
Deming, “another example of a systemic problem is communities’ need for effective
learning; learning is not a task that should be delegated to schools; learning is too
important to be left in the hands of only educators. Learning must be a communitywide system.” Residents have the capacity, but lack information access, knowledge
transfer and diffusion opportunities, and do not know to look for them (Sowell, 1980).
Gardner (1993) discusses the historical affect on our perceptions of ability and human
capacity. According to his theory, it was in the late 1800’s, in response to questions
related to social issues, such as poverty, that it became fashionable to discuss
intelligence and its relationship to education. During attempts to discover whether or
not people were poor because they were not intelligent, and whether, if that be the
case, intelligence could be improved through education, thus reducing poverty, experts
of the period being devising methods by which intelligence could be measured.
Subsequently, intelligence was popularly measured by way of what were termed I.Q.
tests. These tests evaluated how well people could solve number and logic based
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problems. Individuals who performed these tasks well were identified as being more
intelligent than those who could not. This method was reinforced by the public
education system, which stressed proficiency in similar quantifiable outcome-based
tasks. This established tradition has negatively affected the modern understanding of
intelligence and encourages the underestimation of each other’s, and our own, ability.
This coupled with a culture helplessness, of victim mentality, has led people to see
themselves, and others, as incapable (Hughes, 1993; McKnight, 1995; Seligman, 1990)
Hernstein and Murray (1994) offer an excellent example. In their controversial book

The Bell Curve, they explore, among other issues, the conspicuous relationship
between those that perform poorly on standardized tests and poor quality of life.
Interestingly, while their findings would seem to indicate that those with the highest
scores on such tests would have the best quality of life, this was not demonstrated.
This discovery is indicatory of the existence of other intelligences that escape
measurement. The theory of multiple intelligence is promoted by Gardner (1998).
These other, more difficult to evaluate intelligences, are evident in all of us and can
easily be observed and recognized; however, he argues, they are often “overlooked,
unappreciated and trivialized.” Communities then are made up of individuals with a
diverse assortment of talents, skills, and abilities that remain dormant, perhaps
unknown even to the able individual who has never had impetus to discover them.
This latent collective capacity is the slumbering engine of the community (Kretzmann
& McKnight, 1993).
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Communities can begin by involving community members in collaborative learning
efforts. Scholtes (1997) insists that those creating community learning systems need
to know, and be able to communicate, the following. (1) an understanding of systems,
that is an understanding of the interactive nature of society and the interdependent
nature of life, communities and events; (2) an understanding of variation, as an
indicator of community wellness, community health and well being; (3) an
understanding of human behavior, including an understanding of how groups and
neighborhoods interact and why; and (4) an understanding of knowledge theory, how
knowledge is achieved, improved and increased.

There is evidence that social

learning experiences improve the cohesiveness of groups engaged in a learning
process. According to the research of Chahal (1998), there is a group process required
for collective learning. Through this research, she has found a discernable pattern of
consistency in the behavior of adults when striving together for a common goal with
five distinct phases. The pattern begins with a period characterized by high energy and
commitment and participants offering extensive resources. There is a high level of
organization and the group demonstrates a desire to formalize strategy. This first
phase lasts approximately five weeks. The second phase lasting from two to four
weeks is identified by individual members expressing more complex ideas and
questions; the energy and commitment level is still high, but less diffused. Offers of
resources are now given with limits. The structure of the organization becomes less
defined, and individuals seek assistance within the group for the implementation of
ideas.
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The third phase begins with a demonstration of increased activity and the
emergence of a “what’s in it for me” attitude. Individual input increases, the energy is
high, commitment restrained, and resources have conditions. The structure of the
organization is at this point significantly weakened. Individual agenda surface, as does
conflict and a struggle for consensus. As conflict increases, the group begins
expressing a need for security. This period lasts an average of two months, and is the
point at which most initiative organizers abandon plans to continue. If, however, the
group effort continues, the three-month long fourth phase opens with the surfacing of
individual strengths leading to an organizational shift. Natural leaders, brain-stormers,
mediators, etc., emerge. There is recognition of each other’s skills. The structure
become loose and the boundaries permeable; procedures become more informal.
Cooperation returns and group strength begins to surface; an “overview vision”
develops. The need for seeking ends and doing begins. The fifth and final phase is
expressed by high morale, low, steady energy, expressed satisfaction, increased
cohesion, and a sense of accomplishment. There is an acceptance of achievement, a
need for internal and external recognition, and a desire to create something new, thus
completing the cycle. This group development process model mirrors the
“disequilibrium for growth” pattern of all complex systems. This suggests that the
process of a citizenry learning collectively for change contributes to the evolvement of
communities.
The individual does not see the purpose or is incapable of participating in
community development; there is no chance of its realization. Improvement must be
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seen as necessary at the micro (individual) to hold any promise for success in the
macro (community). The solutions needed to meet the needs of communities can only
be addressed from within internal, secondary systems that make use of the latent
ability and capacity by contributing to individual and group learning. The primary unit
of these systems is the individual. When the norms and goals of a group are learning
and achievement, cohesiveness is a powerful force to sustain motivation. As group
learning continues, cohesiveness increases and members accept tasks more readily
and conform to group rules more frequently. They are more loyal to the group, and
more willing to work toward common goals. Their interaction is more friendly,
cooperative, and democratic. “They are more likely to influence one another in
making decisions, more likely to listen to other members, more willing to accept the
opinions of others …and more satisfied with the group (Wlodkowski,
1993).”
In an examination of how adults respond to programs designed to initiate self
improvement, Daloz (1987) describes the importance of program planners and
practitioners having general knowledge about how adults learn and develop, what
motivates them to persist and what methods stimulate “personal empowerment
within the context of collective empowerment.” This knowledge is necessary if policy
makers are to have realistic expectations of change. “Theories regarding leadership do
not adequately explain why some communities succeed in improving their economic
viability and quality of life, while others, quite similar to the successful ones, fail or do
not even try.” The way communities and their members have changed over time helps
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to depict the affect of programs and policies. Our interaction as a society is evolving,
affecting our collective problem solving approaches and our ability to respond to
challenges (Flora & Flora, 1993). It is the complexity of social systems that contribute
to their evolution (Csikszentmihalyi,
1993). It is our capacity to learn that drives that evolution.
Collective Motivation

Wilkinson (1986) reported during an interdisciplinary rural economics conference
…frustrating as it is to reflect on how little progress we have made
toward understanding and solving community problems,
certain facts
(have come) into focus.
One is that we as a society place considerable value on the well
being of
community; we have an implicit understanding of its role in
our well being.
Second, the community is in trouble and that trouble is severe. Third, advocates have
been searching for years to find strategies that will encourage community
revitalization, and
that search is escalating.
It has been established that communities with low levels of social capital have lower
levels of group participation, lower government efficiency, and slower economic
development rates (Coleman, 1988; Flora, Flora, & Sharp, 1997; Putnam, 1993). While
nearly all resources suggest that community development programs build social capital
by being broad based, integrated, flexible, responsive to local need, and outcome
driven, actual studies outlining how to motivate communities in the first place are
scarce (Bardwick, 1995; Coleman, 1993; Flora & Flora, 1993; Kretzmann & McKnight,
1993; McKnight, 1995; Putnam, 1993; Wilkinson, 1986). There does however seem to
be a common thread connecting several peripherally related studies that could be
applicable. Flora, Flora, and Sharp (1997), in a study evaluating a community
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component they termed entrepreneurial social infrastructure listed the characteristics
of communities showing healthy development (1) an unbiased newspaper (legitimacy
of alternatives), (2) a rivalry with another community (bounded or reactive solidarity),
(3) several types of institutions contributing to community projects (varied resources),
and (4) a large number of linkages to other communities. This last qualification was
measured by the frequency of resident visits to other communities for lateral learning,
participation in state or national competitions, joint occupational/ recreational
facilities or efforts with other municipalities, and membership related activities with
regional, state or national organizations.

Interestingly, a lack of internal or external

controversy was shown to lead to a collective unwillingness to share resources. A
system will not change while its environment remains stable (Dawkins, 1976). Much
like the contrary stimulus that activates subsystems, controversy stimulates a
willingness to participate on a group level. Dealing with this controversy may be part
of the natural disequilibrium-to-equilibrium process of the evolution cycle described by
Prigogine (1984).
Public decisions are ordinarily generated by issues where boundaries of place,
politics, or resources collide (Coleman, 1993; Flora, Flora, & Sharp, 1997). Conflict
arouses urgency; urgency is the natural motivator for organizational change. Adults
are more problem-centered, than subject-centered, learners (Konicek, 1996). Anxiety
and pressure urges access to information, and once information is shared, there is no
going back (Bardwick, 1995). In a study by Flora, Flora, and Wade (1996), 15
communities from around the nation were part of a survey designed to evaluate
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different approaches to capacity building and asset mapping. The survey was a study
tool used to discover strategies provoke the exchange of resources (human, social,
financial, etc.) in a community setting. Their methodology included tracking the
management of controversial local issues in area newspapers categorizing them as
follows (1) ignores the issue; (2) takes a position, but allows other views to be
expressed via article, letters to the editor or coverage of related meetings; (3) does not
take a position, but attempts to report the positions and activities of differing groups
as objectively as possible; or finally (4) takes a position with a clear bias by either
distorting the position of the other side, or failing to report opposing activities or
positions.
Their findings indicate that the appropriate handling of controversy and sharing of
information on the community level is significant. Adult learning opportunities gain
public support when the public can see a connection between the activity and the
solution to a threatening situation (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991). The acceptance of
controversy includes relinquishing turf. On the community level, it is the ability to
discuss issues completely and come to conclusion. One respondent explained their
success in community cooperation by remarking that they always reach a consensus
because they know they have to satisfy everyone

“because we all own a piece of it.”
The U.S. Army forms interdependence by inflicting controlled stress on its soldiers,
but reports it is the acceptance of threat and challenge to the group that maintains
cohesiveness. A third ingredient, however, has proved indispensable: non-hierarchical
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information sharing during group learning. Group efforts break down when
information is limited. When a battle is foreseeable, knowledge is control. Therefore,
they have instituted programs to prepare soldiers and their officers for a world that is
violent, uncontrollable, complex, and ambiguous, stimulating the thinking that leads to
adaptive behaviors. The Army is striving to become an evolving, resilient, flexible,
learning enterprise (Smith, 1994).
The University of British Columbia at Vancouver chose to introduce a program for
lifelong learners based on controversy. In a province that is both rural and expansive,
gaining communal participation or involvement was a challenge. Using the background
of a new faculty member who had been a reporter as a resource, a continuing
education curriculum was offered giving a forum for the discussion and analysis of
what was termed high-risk policy. The instructor introduced key issues facing the
community that she saw as being interconnected with larger regional, provincial or
national issues. Surprisingly, what began as an experimental continuing educational
course touted as a novelty is now considered a significant asset to both the university
and community (Nance, 1998).

Flora, Flora, and Wade (1996) found that in order

that the use of controversy in the motivation of community participation is successful,
there are several conditions that must be maintained (1) The depersonalization of
politics and opinion. A key aspect of strengthened relationships as a result of
increased dialogue is mutual respect. A high level of acceptance among residents of
communities is crucial to the community’s ability to progress. (2) Attention to process.
Recognizing the community to be a living, evolving system, and accepting development
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as a process fosters and sustains an atmosphere of accepting differences and not
getting side-tracked by temporary challenges or differences of opinion. Without a
point of contention for focus and a “process mentality,” every initiative can seem as
though it is without a beginning or an end. (3) Permeable boundaries. The issues need
to involve the communal “we” so that individuals can see the need as relating to the
whole. (4) Diversity. Communities that sought missing perspectives, or altered their
procedures to incorporate a more diverse group in their forums were more effective.
Community problem solving is often the most spirited during debates among
opposites. The people who are the most instrumental are the ones usually least
involved, those at the periphery. (4) Inclusiveness. The more ways the members of
the community can relate to the controversy, the stronger the motivation to
participate. Participants that are crossbordered, or can identify with the issue from
multiple perspectives are useful in sparking wider group interest. For example, issues
that can impact people’s lives in as many ways as possible: personally, professionally,
emotionally, intellectually, spiritually, etc. are good choices. So individuals who are
active civically, engaged emotionally, stimulated intellectually, will contribute most to
the group motivation. The use of this tactic in community strategic visioning sessions
resulted in a profound change in attitude among participants resulting in comments
such as “We are choosing our own destiny.” “people weren’t going to take this sitting
down (citation)”.
Controversy that is apt to lead to resource mobilization produces motivation and
persistence, as well. Topics that affect both vertical and horizontal networks of
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community institutions stimulate active group response. Finally, there is a collective
willingness of communities to tackle issues that they feel are being ignored or
overlooked by external social action agencies.
This formula for motivating group participation for community well being is
attributed to a spiritual dimension by Toynbee (1934) in his classic work A Study of

History. He described the evolution of civilization and society as passing through the
necessary and repeating stages of detachment and transfiguration by facing that which
we find the most objectionable. Jung (1958) describes the need to “give battle to the
demons of the local culture.” Likewise, Campbell (1949) declared that our rite of
passage as a society requires that we find and face abomination. “Moreover, if we
dredge up something (ignored)…not only by ourselves, but by a whole generation…we
should indeed become the boon-bringer… we should (then) experience a marvelous
expansion of our powers; a vivid renewal of life (citation).”
The Sustainable Development Movement
According to Herman Daly’s 1996 work Beyond Growth, sustainable community
development (SD) is one of qualitative improvement without quantitative increase.
Daly maintains that above all this movement is one of changing the way economics are
applied to communities “replacing the economic norm of quantitative expansion
(growth) with that of qualitative improvement (development) as the path to future
progress.” This emerging paradigm is based upon the observation that the world (with
its physical laws and interrelated ecological systems) and its resources are finite;
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therefore, man must adapt the variables he creates i.e., population, technology, waste,
distribution, etc., to conform to the world’s system of which we all are a part.
Contained in this movement is a reevaluation of the very fundamentals of economic
theory underscoring the view that the economy is a subsystem of the environment
(Daly, 1996). The word “resources” takes on an entirely new meaning. Sowell (1980)
concluded that “while many people confuse the terms economics and money, in
reality, economic success is far more likely to depend upon its real resources: land,
machinery, work skills, etc., rather than on the number or denomination of the pieces
of green paper printed by the government.” Sowell goes on to explain that although
for a person, the amount of money at his disposal determines his wealth, for a nation,
its wealth is its food, housing, transportation, medical care, in other words, available
resources.

This shift in priorities (environment over commerce) has been a source

of contention between those that see SD as the only path and the traditional designs
of state planners. These planners, by position, have the power to define local
problems, treat them and then evaluate their own treatment, relegating the members
of the community being treated to the role of observer, rather than participant
(McKnight, 1995). The removal of control at a local level is meant to be constructive,
but is quite the opposite. “Setting goals for people, defining the measures of progress
toward those goals and then rewarding them does not honor their capabilities. We
serve when we build capacity in others by supporting ownership and choice at every
level” (Block, 1993).
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The tenets of SD contend that economic transactions have as a serious disadvantage
the possible disregard of affected interests not party to the transactions. To
illustrate: the sale of coal to an electric generating plant may represent a mutually
advantageous transaction from the point of view of the coal company and the
electric company and the perceived economic health of the region, and yet create
millions of dollars worth of costs in dirt and lung disease which are not represented
in the decisions as to the kind of coal to use, the location of the plant, or the
presence or absence of devices to reduce harmful emissions (Sowell, 1980). In fact,
the greatest challenge faced by those committed to promoting SD is convincing the
gatekeepers (those able to change political policy) of the importance of local
decisions remaining in the hands of local residents based upon local needs and
resources. Fortunately for those involved with SD, there seems to be an emerging
political consensus on the desirability of sustainable development and its proposition
that:
economic growth, environmental protection and social equity should be
interdependent, mutually reinforcing goals, and policies to achieve these goals
should be integrated (Daly, 1996).
The Quality Community Movement
The precept of the Quality Community (QC) movement is based on the concept that
communities are organizations and can be developed and supported using adaptations
of successful organizational strategies (American Society for Quality, 1997). It should
be noted that QC uses modern organizational strategies that incorporate the value of
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the individual and the importance of accountability. Peter Block, known primarily for
his 1993 work Stewardship, has begun to apply his methods to the QC movement. He
defines stewardship as “the umbrella idea that promises the means of achieving
fundamental change in the way we govern…the willingness to be accountable for the
well being of the larger organization…around us without control or compliance.” The
inclination toward a QC’s business emphasis can be seen in the “first phase of a
community quality initiative” according to Creating Quality Community: A vision of

the third wave of community quality (Schwinn & Schwinn, 1997) “First, communities
aim to engage as many organizations as possible in the principles and practices of total
quality. The focus here is primarily on awareness, education, and training provided for
either membership organizations or open to all organizations in the community.
During this organization-by-organization appeal, educate and convert phase, the thrust
is primarily tied to economic development.” The reasoning is that if the majority of
organizations practice quality, the whole community will prosper and the area will
become known for quality. The results will be retention and expansion of businesses
and the attraction of new businesses. And by the relationship seen between social
services and commerce: “As service organizations, schools, healthcare providers and
others become involved, the perspective is one of providing continually improving
services to citizens and firms, in support of the economic development of the region.”
The goals of QC include putting the tools of continuous improvement into the hands
of local communities, the demonstration of improvements in community-selected
topic areas and the documentation and dissemination of knowledge learned. Core
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concepts published by the American Society for Quality (ASQ) include improvement of
methods, and the application of effective collaborative strategies.
There are significant overlaps between the SD and QC philosophies, although their
terminology often differs slightly. For instance, both maintain that quality of life (QOL)
indicators must be considered in decisions relating to economic development, but the
substance and relative priority of the items within that list of indicators will reflect
different emphases. Furthermore, both underscore the importance of common vision
and participatory planning to the success of the effort. Like SD, QC is being
implemented in a variety of locations through the efforts of individuals and a few
members of local and state governments.
Community Development Models in Place
The maxims supporting SD and QC are not new. What is new is the level of
organization of the effort, and the number of those committed to the changes these
movements espouse, and the degree of structure involved. The available literature
offers access to numerous organizations committed to finding alternative methods for
the improvement of communities. Nearly all fall within the overlapping spheres that
house the doctrines and objectives of SD and QC.
One example of a well defined SD model is that presented by the Thomas Jefferson
Sustainability Council. The council is made up of 30 members from a Virginia planning
district incorporating six counties. These council members include builders,
developers, farmers, teachers, environmentalists, businesses persons, professors, and
elected and appointed officials. The council has a three-year mission to develop a
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“sustainability compact,” an agreement between citizens, businesses, organizations,
and governments in their region to “build a future where the vitality of the community
is forever ensured.” The council was formed in 1994 and spent its first year in the
planning stage. The group worked through a consensus building meeting to produce a
mission, 7 principles, and 16 goals. These 16 goals led to the creation of 14 “workgroups” made up of citizens from within and outside the region with special knowledge
about each topic area and were each chaired by a council member. Three open forums
were then held attracting an average of 300 people. These forums were used as a
platform for ideas and suggested actions. The council and working groups reconvened
after each forum to refine ideas and develop a final draft of proposed actions.
The second year (1995) a final slate of 100 actions was presented to the public at a
conference along with speakers from around the country who presented on related
topics. Over the months that followed, the council and work-groups worked together
to develop a draft of indicators for each action used the public input. At the close of
1995, a final list of “essential indicators for sustainability” was produced. In the third
year, the council and work groups created “targets and benchmarks” for each
indicator. Risks to economy, environment, and human health” were determined, and
ranked according to greatest threat.
The next step is the process of public presentations of the findings. After
incorporating and addressing concerns and comments, a final list of the greatest
challenges to the region will be developed and published. While not all SD models are
as time consuming prior to implementation, all include methods of determining
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indicators, developing communal mission, and the utilization of public feedback for
program modification resulting in a strategic plan focus.
The focus of these plans varies according to the values and concerns of the local
community. A few examples include Abbeville, SC: preserving historic neighborhoods;
Bowling Rock, NC: alternative transportation improvement; Delta Town, AR: job
training for mothers; and the Choctaw
Indian Reservation in Clifton, LA: the creation of a pine seedling nursery.
Some larger communities emphasize the need to recruit and support
“sustainable businesses.” Paul Hawkin, author of The Ecology of

Commerce (1993) defines sustainable businesses as those that: replace nationally
produced items with products created locally and regionally, take responsibility for the
effect they have on the natural world, thrive on local capital, engage in production
processes that are human, worthy, dignified and intrinsically satisfying, create objects
of durability and long term utility which will not be harmful to future generations, and
change consumers through education.
The greatest difference between the content of the models is found in their
determined indicators, which stems from the apparent fact that different communities
have different needs. These indicators are invaluable because they provide
information for understanding and enhancing the relationships between the economic,
energy use, environmental and social elements inherent in long-term sustainability. In
some instances, these indicators mirror QOL indicators (number of traffic fatalities,
ratio of teachers to students, amount of local environmental pollution, etc.) indicative
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of marked social concern. Others imply less concern about the present and more
concern with the future (percent of goods used locally that are made from recycled
materials, number of hours of work that will be needed to pay for basic needs in the
year 2000).

Benchmarks, which are the measure of proximity to the intended

goal, are typically decided upon through the feedback and modification process. In the
state of Washington, one of the most progressive states in terms of community
development, Pierce County has recently published their

Quality of Life Benchmarks Annual Report. Included in the report is data on the
status of: affordable housing, clean environment, cost effective infrastructure, cultural
and recreational opportunities, educational excellence, effective regional
transportation, health and safety for persons and property, healthy economy and
proper distribution of land.
Probably the best example of a Quality Community model is that of “Quality Texas.”
Begun in 1990, Quality Texas (QT) is based on the premise that “active partnerships
between the private, public and education sectors, and their involvement in
organizational performance improvement and excellence are fundamental to making
Texas renowned for the quality of goods, services and overall quality of life.” A board
consisting of leaders from private, public and educational organizations from around
the state head QT. This board is responsible for vision, goals, operations, funding, and
activities. From this board, an executive committee is selected as the core decisionmaking body.
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Like QT, Quality Georgia and the other published QC models; the focus is that of
business promotion in relationship to other systems in place. The most common goals
include phrases such as “the promotion of business excellence,” foster teamwork
within and among organizations, stimulate continuous improvement through
networking relationships, and support economic development, job creation and
retention.” An excellent demonstration of the relationship between QC and the
business sector can be seen in the benchmarking choice of QT. As outlined in the 1998
publication of the criteria of the Texas Quality Award, the award is based directly on
the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria and process. The core values and
concepts encompass customer driven quality, leadership, continuous improvement
and learning, partnership development, results focus, etc.
Community Development in Vermont
At present, there is no single, unifying group or organization overseeing the
orchestration of community development efforts in the state of Vermont. Until now,
community dynamics have not been researched as part of community development
improvement or assessment policy. The state government wishes to encourage local
control and to that end empowers regions with funding to be utilized as seen fit locally;
however, monies are distributed according to “demonstrated need” with evidence of
need being defined by the state, and funds distributed by state funded agencies. In
the late 1930s, in an attempt to organize regional development efforts, the state
created twelve Regional Economic Development Corporations (REDCs) from the
numerous industrial development organizations throughout the state. Unlike their
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predecessors which were specifically designed to recruit and retain industry, the
designated mission of these REDCs is to “improve the life and economic success of our
region, its communities and our fellow citizens by providing outstanding, innovative
economic development leadership” (REDC, 1997). As is indicated in the wording, it is
the aim of REDCs to improve communities and the lives of inhabitants by improving
each region economically.
In 1994, the parent agency of the REDCs, the Vermont Agency of
Commerce and Community Development, created the Vermont Economic Progress
Council (VEPC) to study and steer the success of the state’s community development
efforts over a period of ten years. The 1996 VEDC annual report revealed that the
average per capita income in Vermont is in decline, and has been since 1992. The
report goes on to point out that there is more to community development than that
demonstrated by economic indicators alone. Still, economic development was clearly
seen as the key to achieving what are depicted as contingent, subordinate goals: “the
…implementation of VEDC’s initiatives is designed to address the needs of Vermont’s
social, cultural and environmental systems by building a healthier economy.”
In addition to the social component of the economic community development
endeavors of VEDC and the REDCs, Vermont communities are supported by a plethora
of community social service agencies. According to an unfinished 1997 report of
community resources, there were over 80 pages of such services for Rutland County
alone, including the Rutland Opportunity Council, Rutland Community Programs,
Rutland Area Community Services, and the Rutland Recovery House. Among these
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local agencies were many others directly run by the state, for example the Rutland
Housing Authority and the Rural Economic & Community Development, the Center for
Independent Living, the Council on Aging, and the Vermont Achievement Center. In
each region there are an even larger number of smaller groups working toward
community improvement through volunteer efforts, for example the Community
Builder’s Collaborative and the Community Aid Coalition.
With hopes of harnessing the energy of these myriad groups for the purpose of
improving Vermont’s economic situation, VEPC created the Human Resources
Investment Council (HRIC). Organized in 1996, the 16 member HRIC is made up of the
Commissioner of the Department of Employment and Training, the Chancellor of
Vermont State Colleges, members of the State House and Senate, the Secretaries of
both the Department of Human Services and Commerce & Community
Development, The Commissioners of the Departments of Labor, Industry &
Development, and Governor appointees from business and various community
development organizations. VEPC’s 1996 Plan for a Decade of Progress states that in
simplest terms, the HRIC is charged with developing a system of partnerships and
relationships between existing community resources that will stimulate the creation of
jobs and develop an appropriate workforce for these jobs. To date, HRIC’s
contribution made to the state and her people has consisted of a report outlining 59
action steps and 30 performance indicators to improve workforce training in 1996, and
the creation of a steering committee to “consider ways to more efficiently and
effectively deliver services.” This committee included members of the State Board of
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Education (SBE), VEPC, members of the legislature, the Vermont Business Roundtable,
etc. The steering committee intends submit a “draft of recommendations” that will be
delivered to the legislature. In addition, the HRIC has appointed 12 Regional
Workforce Investment Boards (WIB) authorized to identify regional labor shortages
(information that is already published by the Department of Employment and Training
in their quarterly Labor Market Bulletin).
In the community development arena, duplication of effort, and the proliferation of
redundant task forces, committees, and focus groups are common and certainly not
unique to Vermont. What is unique is (1) Vermont is a state with a population no
larger than that of many American cities (589,000) (U.S. Census, 1997) and (2) Vermont
is determined to revamp community development by the elimination and
consolidation of current methods.
As published in the 1997 Annual State Budget Report, fiscal year 1998 projections
led to the “executive budget recommendation” that 32% of
Vermont’s state budget be appropriated for Human Services. Over $71 million is
predicted to be spent for social rehabilitation (protective services for families at risk)
and nearly $400 million for social welfare (food stamps, aid to needy families, etc.).
The level of importance these programs hold in the eyes of the state is not lost on the
Department of Economic Development (DED). In light of the data found on the
relationship between security and risk, it is interesting to note that in their 1998
Strategic Plan, DED emphasizes the omnipresent concern over the comparatively low
wages in the state by warning “without revenue-generating business activities, which
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produce adequate wages…our natural and cultural resources, are at risk and the social

safety net cannot be maintained.” This illustrates a picture of a state in which a
stimulated, vital economy is seen as necessary to keep security programs running.
Recommendations go on to suggest increased collaboration between agencies,
public/private sector, improved communications the promotion of entrepreneurial
activity and the development of more criteria, guidelines, benchmarking tools, etc.
Alternatively, another 1997 report published by the Vermont Association of Regional
Development Directors (VARDD) offered a very different approach. While improving
the wage of the working Vermonter was confirmed as the means to comprehensive
community development, the method outlined was business attraction. In part,
VARDD proposed additional funding for the Vermont Economic
Development Authority, the Vermont Training Authority and the creation of a
“Vermont Community Economic Progress Incentive Partnership.” This effort has met
with significant criticism because, as pointed out by the president of the Vermont
Chamber of Commerce, over the past several years many out of state businesses
recruited to stimulate Vermont’s economy have affected the demise of locally owned
businesses. Moreover, while these businesses use state resources, the majority of
profits have most often remained in home offices across state lines lessening their
actual economic contribution.
A 1997 report by the Vermont Business Roundtable (VBR), Vermont’s Economic

Future: Opportunities for New Strategies, suggested“strong anecdotal evidence” that
Vermonters do not feel they enjoy a high quality of life. The authors (a task force of
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VBR members) labeled the evidence a “curious anomaly” citing Vermont’s low
unemployment rate (4.0%) and comparative data demonstrating Vermont as one of
the safest states in the union. The report went on to state that in order to “attain the
quality of life to which we all aspire…good jobs and a sound economy…upon which to
build our social agenda” is essential. Findings included: Vermont’s current approach to
community development has met with limited success, synergistic (sum greater that
the parts) efforts are proving successful in other states, and government participation,
specifically formal state policy, to “encourage cooperation” is essential.

Policy

makers considering community development options in Vermont have viewed the
results of fact-finding missions with considerable confusion. In a traditional context,
low unemployment /available education means thriving communities; the data appear
contradictory. For instance, the 1994 Vermont State profile from the U.S. Bureau of
the Census ranks Vermont number one in the nation for school enrollment through
secondary school (99.6%). Yet, the 1995 Annual Report published by the
Vermont Adult Basic Education (VABE) division of the State Department of
Education states that in 1994 VABE “served 4,800 of the estimated 87,600
Vermonters aged 16 and older who lacked literacy and basic skills.” In a 1997 report
prepared for the Department of Social Welfare, in July of that year 97,902 residents of
Vermont qualified for Medicaid. Even more alarming, a study performed for the
Vermont Department of Health states that nearly 25% of the adult population of
Vermont are in need of some form of intervention for their use of alcohol or drugs
(Research Triangle
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Institute, 1995). The 1998 Social Well Being Index put out by the Vermont Agency of
Human Services, states that the community development efforts of VEDC and local
measures taken by the REDCs have been unsuccessful in improving basic needs in
several areas. These include assisting existing businesses, encouraging people to start
new businesses, creating partnerships between resource groups, and investing time
and money into the well being of their residents.
The Vermont Planning Association, in its 1998 annual survey
“Community Planning in Vermont,” stated “to date the vertical integration of local,
regional, and state planning is limited. Public participation is an ongoing educational
process.”
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology and Procedures
Research Design

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology and procedures used to
develop the content and design for a systemic, sustainable process model for local
community development in Vermont. The approach, as well as operational methods
including data gathering and choice of sources is presented, as is information regarding
the validity, originality, and limitations of the data.
The Approach
This study is concerned with community dynamics as they affect community
development as defined by the state focus group, the state supported community
development programs in place, and the development of content and design for a local
community development process model. The research for this project was performed
utilizing the ex post facto method: a study of conditions as they exist. This method was
chosen because it offers the best starting point from which to determine an
appropriate historic search upon which to base future projections. The ex post facto
method is very commonly used for policy research for this reason (NSU, 1996). The
procedures conform to the development research methods (NSU, 1997). First, a
thorough review of the related literature is performed. Second, information is
gathered from experts in the field. Third, accumulated data is reviewed, summarized,
and synthesized.
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Fourth, a draft of the proposed model is written. Fifth, policy-makers review the draft;
the draft is modified using feedback from the policymakers. Sixth, the funding
committee submits the modified draft for feedback and approval. Seventh, the
feedback is used to create the final product; the final product is submitted for
implementation.
Data Collection
The first procedural step was to conduct an extensive computer search of
sociological abstracts, community development literature, community dynamics
literature, community economics literature, ERIC, WILDCAT, and dissertation data
bases using numerous descriptors (see Appendix A for a list of descriptors) to insure
both a quantitative and qualitative collection of data that address the purpose of the
study. The data collected from the computer search was used to validate the criteria
for the process model along with the data collected from Vermont State agencies
relative to community development. In addition to the data collected from the
computer search and the Vermont state agencies used to validate the criteria, was the
surveying of individuals currently involved in some aspect of community development
explained in steps five and six.
The second step was to draft and then send a letter (see appendix B for a copy of
the letter) to all human service related state agencies within the state departments of
Health and Human Services the State Chamber of
Commerce, the Department of Economic Development, the Department of
Employment and Training, the Department of Education, the Department of
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Corrections, and the Department of Social Welfare (see Appendix C for a list of
agencies). This letter requests departmental publications, journal articles,
bibliographies, prior studies, and reports relating to Vermont communities and the
well being of Vermonters as previously defined.

The third step was to gather,

review, summarize and then synthesize the data obtained from (a) the books, journal
articles, ERIC and WILDCAT documents, dissertations, and unpublished manuscripts
obtained from the computer search; (b) the materials received from the various state
agencies; and (c) the newspaper and newsletter articles, conference papers, workshop
materials, and personal communications obtained from other sources to explore all of
the available research relating to the purpose of this study.
The criteria for selecting data to be synthesized and included in the study was based
upon the results of studies reported in the literature review that describe community
development and the dynamics of community relative to community affecting
development as defined by the state focus group. The subject areas that are shown to
be important to include in a local community development program in Vermont are as
follows: (a) local control and participation; (b) an appropriate mission statement and
description of broad local goals, supplemented by a menu of specific goals and
measurable (or observable) objectives that reflect individual needs; (c) a determination
of a community leverage point; (d) an evolving timeline; (e) an incorporation of
systems in place; and (f) a provision for continuous improvement; (g) a community
development
facilitator.
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The fourth step involved the writing a draft outlining the content and design of a
community development process model.
The fifth step was the review of the draft by the state focus group. The members of
the focus group were asked to apply both their understanding and long experience
with community development in Vermont to the task of ascertaining whether the draft
of the process model truly captures and addresses the needs of Vermont’s
communities. They are asked to evaluate the method, strategy, content, and
applicability of the model.
They used the following criteria for their evaluation:
1.

Is this process appropriate and practical for this population?

2.

Is the method likely to address the needs of Vermont communities?

3.

Is the process comprehensive (have sufficient breadth and depth to be widely

suitable)?
4.

Is such a model likely to be valued and invited by Vermont communities?

5.

Does the process incorporate systems in place?

6.

Does the model meet the criteria set for ease of replication and sustainability?

7.

Can the process be reproduced at minimal cost?

8.

Can the results of implementation be measured (or observed)?

Further, the

members of the state focus group were asked to make additions, deletions, and other
modifications to the draft of the model that, in their view, would improve upon the
benefits to the community and the state. Suggestions for modifications to the model
were included in a second draft when a majority of the members were in favor of
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modifications. A five point Likert scale was used for “categorical rating in a series of
graduations, level or values (McMillian & Schumacker, 1989) as follows: Excellent,
Good, Fair, Poor, Very Poor, and for each of the following categories: applicability,
comprehensiveness, and sustainability (see Appendix D). An average rating of Good (2)
or above in each one of the categories evaluated would validate the community
development process model. The state focus group met the second Friday of every
month from 3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. for two months to arrive at a consensus in
approving the second draft before it was forwarded to a five member funding
committee for evaluation.
During the sixth step, the modified draft is submitted for approval to the funding
committee. The funding committee is comprised of the director of the Vermont
Sustainable Jobs Fund, two representatives of the
Community Builder’s Collaborative, the assistant director of the Vermont
Land Trust and the director of the Vermont Neighborhood Housing Service. It is their
responsibility to deem the worth of proposed programs, and to either approve or
decline funding for implementation.
. Each of the funding committee members will be given a copy of the modified draft
of the community development process model, a copy of the completed focus groups
evaluation sheets, and the corresponding categorical ratings (see Appendix D & E) to
be reviewed on an individual basis. The funding committee members will be asked to
meet, and vote for or against funding the implementation of the model no later than
three weeks after receipt of the materials.
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The seventh procedural step involved submitting the final revision of the model to
the head of the state focus group, the commissioner of economic development, for his
permission to implement the community development process model in a previously
determined pilot community. This chapter has described the seven procedures
followed to develop a community development process model for the state of
Vermont. The results of this development project are described in Chapter 4.
Validity and Uniqueness of the Data
The data is the product of exhaustive and thorough research utilizing the ex post
facto method: a study of conditions as they exist. All data is corroborated by
secondary and tertiary data. Though this is a study of conditions as they exist, care is
taken to evaluate historical evidence for the purpose of comprehensive understanding,
and to assist in the formulation of the final product. The uniqueness of the data comes
from myriad sources and fields from which it is drawn.
Limitations of the Data
This study has several important limitations. These limitations are as follows:
•

Data accumulated and submitted by the state was recorded for purposes unrelated
to this study. Consequently, this data may reflect the influence of the publishing
agency.

•

Individuals and organizations contacted for input have biases, prejudices, and
predispositions that could lead to imperfect reliability of their data.

•

The perimeters for the study set by the state appointed focus group include
subjective qualifiers such as “improvement” and “well being.”
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•

The structure and function of a process model will be unfamiliar to nearly everyone
involved.
Every effort is made to reduce the number and potential impact of study limitations.

In spite of these efforts, limitations remain. To improve study accuracy, secondary and
tertiary information sources are used in conjunction with data from state and local
resources. The participating communities will ultimately determine the quantification
of subjective qualifiers minimizing the significance of this limitation.
The researcher has scheduled monthly information meetings during which the
progress of the study is discussed familiarizing the members of the focus group with
the development of the model, its basis, and its anticipated processes. And lastly, the
researcher has fifteen years of experience in community development and policy
analysis in 35 states and eight countries adding a comprehensive advantage.

Summary
A significant amount of useful data has become available through the use of the
procedure and methods described in this chapter. This study is concerned with the
appropriate content and design of a community development process model for the
state of Vermont that is both systemic and sustainable as delineated by the state focus
group. The approach, as well as operational methods including data gathering and
choice of sources was presented, as was information regarding the validity, originality,
and limitations of the data.
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Areas that were shown to be important to include in a local community
development program in Vermont are as follows: (a) local control and participation;
(b) an appropriate mission statement and description of broad local goals,
supplemented by a menu of specific goals and measurable (or observable) objectives
that reflect individual needs; (c) a determination of a community leverage point; (d) an
evolving timeline; (e) an incorporation of systems in place; and (f) a provision for
continuous improvement; and, (g) the selection of a facilitator.
A feedback gathering process with the state focus group was utilized for the
purpose of modifying the model before submission to the funding committee. A five
point Likert scale was used for by the members of the funding committee to validate
the community development process model. All suggestions by the funding committee
for changes, additions or deletions were incorporated in the final version of the model
that was finalized and submitted to the head of the state focus group, the
commissioner of economic development, for his permission to implement the model in
a pilot community.
A “two-fold” plan for on-going evaluation of the process model was developed. This
plan included the “community common ground for well being” as defined as goals
general goals by the Vermont Agency of Human services and the corresponding
current data on each category as published in the 1998 “Social Well Being of

Vermonters” report to be employed as a baseline for the pilot community. By using
this baseline as guide, the pilot community would look for any positive changes to a
degree previously determined. Also, a form was designed to be used by the
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community social service providers to determine whether in fact the inhabitants for
the pilot community are experiencing increased well being as previously defined
evidenced by a decrease in social service dependency. It is hoped that these evaluative
methods may also provide information that would help prevent increases in state
program spending by denoting a correlation between the prevailing state assistance
programs and community failure to thrive, and by defining the unmet needs of
Vermont community and the need for the continual modification and replication of
this process model for the purpose of improving the well being of Vermonters.

CHAPTER 4
Presentation of Findings
Overview
The purpose of this section is to submit the outcomes of each of the procedural
steps found in Chapter 3, present findings of the study, and discuss the limitations of
the data and study. The development research design was conducted according to the
development methodology detailed in Chapter 3. The research for this project was
performed utilizing the ex post facto method: a study of conditions as they exist. This
method was chosen because it offers the best starting point from which to determine
an appropriate historic search upon which to base future projections. The ex post
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facto method is very commonly used for policy research for this reason. These
procedures conform to the development research method (NSU, 1997). The purpose
of the study was to develop a community development tool in the form of a process by
which community residents collectively set and devise strategies for the attainment of
common goals that improve well being in the state of Vermont.
This study is designed to fulfill the request of the state for a process model to
improve quality of life through community development in Vermont. The
commissioner of the Vermont State Department of
Economic Development identified the lack of an effective community development
tool as crucial during the department’s 1997 strategic planning process. During this
planning process, the Vermont State Department of Economic Development published
recorded departmental and individual findings related to the issue. The published
report stated in part: “Vermont’s human capital must be restored and her traditions,
heritage, and sense of community must not be lost.” The information shared to arrive
at these findings and a discussion of recent research indicating a relationship between
increases in social services and retarded community development prompted this
researcher to suggest the State explore community development in greater depth. The
commissioner agreed and indicated that a study should be performed to examine the
aspects of community dynamics that affect community development, and suggest the
content and design of a local community development model.

The commissioner

assigned a group focus group made up of himself, the secretary of the Agency of
Human Services, the commissioner of the Department of Training and Development,
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the commissioner of Social Welfare, the president of the State Chamber of Commerce,
the Secretary of State, two members of the state senate, and two members of the
state house of representatives. Together, this group defined community development
as a process by which the residents of each community collectively set and devise
strategies for the attainment of common goals that improve well being. As defined by
the Vermont Agency of Human Services, community common ground for well being
includes: citizens involved in community planning, pregnant woman and newborns
thrive, children thrive and succeed in school, children live in stable, supportive families,
youth and adults choose healthy behaviors, and families live in safe, healthy
environments. The cost of implementing such a community development model was a
concern for the state leading to the request that resources already in place be utilized
to the greatest extent possible. The model was to be designed to integrate the
resources of existent community systems, such as: civic, ecclesiastical, professional and
governmental organizations. In addition, in the interest of controlling additional future
costs, it was recommended by this researcher that the model be designed as a process
rather than a project, making it easier to replicate and sustain.
The model produced by this study includes an examination of community dynamics
as they relate to community development, and suggests the content and design of a
local community development model. The final product invites inexpensive
replication.
In order to ascertain the effective elements of content and design for a community
development model that would improve community wellness, the processes that
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encourage and inhibit well being, individually and collectively, were explored. In
performing the first procedural step, an extensive computer search of sociological
abstracts, literature related to community development, community dynamics,
community economics, on ERIC, WILDCAT, and dissertation databases was conducted.
Numerous descriptors were used in regulating the search (see Appendix A for a list of
descriptors) to insure both a quantitative and qualitative collection of data that
addressed the purpose of the study.
The data collected from the computer search was used to validate the criteria for
the process model along with the data collected from Vermont State agencies relative
to community development. In addition, the data collected from the computer search
and the Vermont state agencies was used to validate the criteria, as was the surveying
of individuals currently involved in some aspect of community development (during
steps five and
six).
The second step was to draft and then send a letter (see appendix B) to all human
service related state agencies within the state departments of Health and Human
Services, the State Chamber of Commerce, the Department of Economic Development,
the Department of Employment and Training, the Department of Education, the
Department of Corrections, and the Department of Social Welfare (see Appendix C for
a list of agencies). This letter requested departmental publications, journal articles,
bibliographies, prior studies, and reports relating to the general welfare of Vermont
communities and the well being of Vermonters as previously defined.
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The third step was to gather, review, summarize and synthesize the data obtained
from (a) the books, journal articles, ERIC and WILDCAT documents, dissertations, and
unpublished manuscripts obtained from the computer search; (b) the materials
received from the various state agencies; and (c) the newspaper and newsletter
articles, conference papers, workshop materials, and personal communications
obtained from other sources to explore all of the available research relating to the
purpose of this study.
The criteria for selecting data to be synthesized and included in the study was based
upon the results of studies reported in the literature review that describe community
development and the dynamics of community development as defined by the state
focus group. The subject areas suggested as important to local community
development in Vermont by the state focus group are as follows: (a) local control and
participation; (b) an appropriate mission statement and description of broad local
goals, supplemented by a menu of specific goals and measurable (or observable)
objectives that reflect individual needs; (c) a determination of a community leverage
point; (d) an evolving timeline; (e) an incorporation of systems in place; and (f) a
provision for continuous improvement; (g) a community development facilitator.
During procedural steps one through three, applicable data was gathered from
above specified sources of related literature, and experts in field. The data was
analyzed and synthesized, and subsequently presented in Chapter 2. These steps
resulted in seven significant findings:
(1)

Communities are complex living systems.
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(2)

Externally mandated social service policies and programs disrupt community

development.
(3)

A high level of existential security destroys motivation and reduces levels of

participation.
(4)

There is a renewed interest in achieving improved quality of life on a

community level.
(5)

Community well being is enhanced by members of the community overcoming

challenges, individually and collectively.
(6)

Adults are more likely to learn and adopt new behaviors when exposed to

practical information shared in informal, associational settings.
(7)

Adults involved in group learning based upon controversial issues demonstrate

more collaborative behaviors, develop improved self-esteem, and are more likely to
share resources and exhibit behaviors that contribute to improved individual quality of
life and collective community wellness.
The following is a synthesis of key aspects of data that were obtained.
The Community Dynamic
“…evolution starts when organisms begin to use their capacities, thus their
sensitivities, in a conscious and deliberate manner to further their
well being (Skolimowski, 1994).”
There is substantial evidence to support the assertion that communities are
dynamic; they are living, evolving, social organisms that continue to change over time
continually reinventing themselves. The literature indicates that this evolution is
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guided by the relationships and interaction of the residents within the community, and
the interplay between the community and external political/economic forces. Most
often citing the Industrial Revolution as a turning point in the evolution of American
community life, the research illustrates dramatic changes in social behaviors becoming
evident following World War II significantly altering communal relationships during the
past one hundred years (Coleman,
1993; Drucker, 1993; Goldsmith, 1996; Goleman, 1995; Inglehart, 1997).

Early in

the century, the social networks of the community embodied most everyday economic
and political transactions. These transactions were most often conducted between
individuals that were related by either blood or marriage, or knew one another. These
relationships were necessary for the survival of the community and forged reciprocal
relationships that gave individuals a sense of belonging, of being needed, and valued.
The interaction between the active organism (the individual) and the social context will
either support or thwart what the organism would do naturally (Deci, 1995). Thus, the
frequent, cooperative association between the members of families and communities
for purposes both practical and functional supported a community life based upon
individual strengths and collective well being. This finding suggests that it is this
internal process of human interaction, which defined the perceived value and worth of
the individual; and therefore, sustained the resulting relationships and well being of
the group (Campbell, 1949; Howe, 1997). Similarly, the greater the number and
frequency of decisions affecting changes in community life that are made close to
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home by a participative citizenry appear to contribute positively to a communal sense
of efficacy and capability.
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Diagram 4.1 Pre-Industrial Relationships

1.
2.
3.
4.

The community
Familial transactions
Civic/political transactions
Business/exchange transactions

As depicted in the diagram above, prior to the Industrial Revolution, most
transactions, i.e. any exchange of goods or services, occurred within the community.
These transactions applied local collective knowledge, advanced mutual respect, built
social capital, and consequently added to a community’s resilience and adaptability.
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Diagram 4.2 Post-Industrial Relationships

1.
2.
3.
4.

The community
Familial transactions
Civic/political transactions
Business/exchange transactions

The relationships within communities following the Industrial Revolution became
more singularly geographical and increasingly coincidental.
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By comparing these diagrams and examining the supporting literature, the
correlation between community members interacting in consistent, associationalfunctional relationships and healthy community development becomes apparent
(Coleman, 1988; Inglehart 1997). There is every indication that community
development has followed the path shaped by the desires of the individual for
autonomy and reduced obligation. There is equal evidence that the relationships
broken to achieve this end were indivisible from the individual’s sense of belonging
and self-worth. Human beings need perceptual nutrients to internalize and integrate
aspects of society that are crucial to success in their own lives (Coleman, 1995). The
subsequent emotional, psychological and spiritual void required a surrogate.
Mandated Structure and Participative Process
As the distance between familial/communal transactions and economic /political
transactions widened, the level of importance and value assigned these relationships
shifted correspondingly; the amount of time, effort and responsibility to the family and
community steadily fell, while responsibility to employers and business leaders
increased. The decrease in familial interdependence and reciprocal relationships
between community members left people disconnected from one another, unaware of
mutual need and the availability of proximate potential resources culminating in the
broadened acceptance of, and dependence on, outside social service agencies.
Additionally, the increasing reluctance of community members to accept opportunities
to demonstrate their value locally by actively participating in family or community
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activities negatively influenced their sense of individual worth exacerbating their level
of need.
The breakdown of social networks through the growing trend toward individual
focus, and away from obligation to the community, left individuals relieved, but also
disengaged, and searching for meaning and identity (Sowell, 1995). The ensuing
dramatic increase in maladaptive social behaviors during the past fifty years signifies a
consequential disintegration of the fabric binding the community (Coleman, 1993;
McKnight 1995; Pipher, 1998; Putnam, 1993). The remaining prevalent community
identity is one that sees itself in terms of need, testified by the deliberate recruitment
of local officials best at emphasizing local deficiencies for the purpose of securing grant
monies and additional outside assistance.
Contraindication of Security, Risk, and Motivation
In direct contradiction of what would generally be expected, the increased security
provided to individuals and communities by way of externally developed social service
policies and safety net programs have proved devastating to community development
and individual well being (Bardwick, 1995, Forrester, 1974; Inglehart, 1997; Sowell,
1980). Moreover, the literature supports a distinct correlation between strong,
externally developed, and managed social service programs and a community culture
of learned helplessness. Indicative of this outcome is the eroded sense of local control
and community efficacy resulting in populations that are unwilling to risk, unmotivated
to work toward change, and insistent upon rescue (Bardwick, 1995; McKnight &
Kreitzmann, 1993).
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The Yerkes-Dodson law, cited as the only scientific psychological law, states that
anxiety stimulates activity and improves performance until a moderately high level of
stress is reached. Beyond that point, participation deteriorates as higher levels of
anxiety are attained.
Similarly, research conducted at Harvard University and the University of Michigan
found that motivation to achieve will keep rising as expectancy for success rises until a
moderately-high level of certainty is reached, then although expectancy continues to
increase, motivation to participate falls. Using this information, Bardwick (1995)
designed a bell-shaped diagram to illustrate the relationship between anxiety and
performance.
According to Bardwick (1995), as people are exposed to the stresses of challenge,
their performance improves. Performance will peak when stress is moderately high.
Diagram 4.3 has been adapted using the
Yerkes-Dodson Law, the Harvard-Michigan research, Bardwick’s (1995) conclusions,
and data found in the review of related literature. It depicts the relationships between
perceived levels of responsibility /obligation and willingness to risk. When individuals
perceive low levels of responsibility and obligation to others, they are least willing to
risk. As their sense of responsibility and obligation increases, so does their willingness
to risk by participation and involvement. Once the level of obligation and
responsibility becomes overwhelming; either because the individual feels he lacks the
abilities needed to meet the demand, or because it up the he no longer believes he can
have an affect on the outcome, his willingness to risk/participate falls.
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This discovery is especially significant when put in context with the finding that high
levels of self-esteem equate to greater willingness to risk; and therefore, higher levels
of responsibility and obligation. Equally, as individuals accept higher levels of
responsibility and obligation, their selfesteem increases, and they are more willing to
risk with, and for, others.
Diagram 4.3
Relationship between perceived levels of responsibility /obligation and willingness to
risk, adapted from the Anxiety/Performance Model
(Bardwick, 1995).

LOW

PERCEIVED LEVEL OF RESPONSIBILITY/OBLIGATION

HIGH
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Individuals that perceive low levels of responsibility/obligation to others are least
willing to risk. As levels of responsibility/obligation increase, so does willingness to risk
through participation and involvement. Once the level of obligation and responsibility
becomes overwhelming; willingness to risk/participate falls.
Striking evidence reveals that it is the simple-system, cause/ effect structure and
detached, disassociated source of external social service policies that interrupt the
dynamic adaptive behavior processes that communities need to thrive. Once
weakened, communities can anticipate not only an increase in the number and scope
of these social services, but an increase in the number of dependent people remaining
in, or moving into, the community and a degeneration of the local tax base as those
able, but unwilling, to pay for the expanded services leave the community (Forrester,
1974).
The available research overwhelmingly attests to the complex nature of the
community and the need for the individual to become reconnected to the social
organism by regaining a sense of control and value (Bardwick, 1995; Block, 1993;
Coleman, 1993; Campbell, 1949; Flora, Flora, & Wade, 1996; McKnight & Kreitzmann,
1993; Putnam, 1993). The evidence lies in observable collective behavior patterns;
without the accomplishment that comes from mastering challenges, without seeing
themselves as having the potential to fulfill a need, individuals are less likely to bond,
support one another or perform for collective advantage (Flora, Cornelia, & Flora,
1993; Putnam, 1993). These behavior patterns are representative of the prevailing
mode of community development that destroys individual motivation and inhibits
collaborative participation due in a large part to the initiatives being designed and
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implemented by individuals with no understanding of community dynamics, or the
behavior cycles of complex social systems (Cross, 1981; Kegan, 1994; Forrester, 1974;
Plasker, 1996).
The Point of Inflection
As with all complex systems, communities develop through cycles of equilibrium to
disequilibrium to equilibrium. The findings indicate a discernible social shift emerging
at individual and local levels revealing an inclination toward post-materialist values
that are in direct contradiction with the existing belief system that supported the
Industrial Model
(Inglehart, 1997; Flora, Flora, & Wade; Hawking, 1995; Henderson, 1995). This shift is
becoming increasingly palpable in light of the resurgence in volunteerism and the
increase in demands to policy-makers for attention to quality of life issues (McKnight,
1993; Inglehart, 1997; Rifkin, 1995).
Further, a growing entreaty for broader dialogue to address the needs of community
well being outside of monetary issues, and intensifying concern over community health
and wellness issues has triggered research of the mechanics and potential capacity of
social and human capital (Coleman, 1993; Flora, Flora & Sharp, 1997; Howe, McMahon
&
Propst, 1997; Putnam, 1993).
This burgeoning research purports distinct semblance to the conclusions advanced
earlier in this chapter regarding the interdependent evolution of communal behavior
and habitual, functional human interaction. For instance, social capital, defined as
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collective norms of reciprocity and mutual trust that enhances the benefits of
investment in physical and human capital, flourishes only when individuals within a
social system interact with one another in multiple roles over time
(Coleman, 1993; Drucker, 1993; Flora, Flora & Sharp, 1997; Putnam, 1993; Rifkin,
1995). Moreover, it is through these interrelationships that the trust necessary to
encourage risk is built, which in turn encourages the acceptance of challenge and
confidence of accomplishment.

This emerging shift reaffirming the value of

community life has paralleled, rather than intersected, the traditional path of
community development (industry attraction and the pursuit of grant monies). The
concurrence of these ethoses underscores the deficit of awareness that exists on
opposite sides of what could be a coordinated effort. However, the significance of the
discovery that our social behavior has reached the point of inflection suggests that the
consequent increased awareness and genuine desire for change has produced a
window of opportunity for, and climate within which, ideas valuing adaptable process
over predictable structure could flourish (Galbraith, 1996; Rifkin, 1995; Wheatley,
1994).

Social shifts over-looked or ignored by policy-makers result in further

fragmentation of community cohesion. Regrettably, there is little evidence to indicate
that there is any significant course of action being orchestrated to advance or reap
public benefit from this societal awakening.

Nevertheless, the lack of interpersonal

association and commercial connection within communities has begun to gain the
attention of some policy makers as being a contributing factor in the lethargic
condition of local and regional economics. Until recently, the disconnectedness of
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populations from their local environment was not taken into account as a determinant
to be considered by policy makers outside the social services sector. Government has
begun at last to respond to themes of community ownership and empowerment in
virtually every segment of public life
(Flora, Sharp & Flora, 1998; Osbourne & Gaebler, 1992; Schorr, 1993;
Shannon, 1998).
The Social Capital Connection
Community well being is enhanced by the members of the community overcoming
challenges individually and collectively. The economic vitality of a community is,
indisputably, dependent upon the level of social capital in the community, not the
reverse as so often thought. Social capital is built through associational-functional
relationships, such as those that come about through collaborative community efforts.
Low self-esteem and a perceived lack of control over one’s own life are the greatest
obstacles to the pursuance of fulfillment and attainment of well being. How is it then
that individuals, and groups, in this state of mind be motivated to tackle challenges,
and persist in these efforts long enough to experience any benefit?
The conclusions drawn by educators, social scientists, and socialsystem theorists are
credible and compelling. Again and again, sources relate that by allowing local
organizations to set their own goals and find their own way, local citizenry develops
and solidifies the relationships necessary to the wellness of the community (Bardwick,
1995; Prochaska, Norcross, & DiClemente, 1994). Under these circumstances, people
develop a learning mentality, cease feeling powerless or subservient and begin seeing
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peers as colleagues instead of competitors. When communities are faced with
relevant problems over which they have some control, residents learn to articulate
their individual needs and solve them incrementally, collectively. Complacency ends
and each success is shown to build trust and confidence among the local citizenry
(Bardwick, 1995; Coleman, 1993; Flora, Flora, & Wade, 1996; Scholtes, 1997). Our
society is moving toward a participative democracy, placing demands on all citizens to
be prepared to contribute socially, politically, and economically, requiring an
attitudinal pursuit of lifelong learning (Bateman, 1987). “Individuals must learn the
habit of democracy face to face in the context of communal interdependence (Bryan &
McClaughry, 1989). Attitude is learned. Attitudes are powerful influences on human
behavior and learning because they help people to make sense of their world and give
them clear information as to which behaviors will be most helpful in dealing with that
world.
Collective Learning/Collaborative Living
Since the intentional progression toward improved quality of life most often
involves the adoption of new skills and behaviors, the majority of the research on the
subject is focused on investigating the circumstances that support and sustain learning
experiences (Campbell, 1984; Cross, 1981; Hathaway & Rhodes, 1979; Meyers, 1988;
Reiff, 1982). The outcomes of these studies clearly demonstrate persuasive evidence
linking adult learning activities not only to improved well being, but when conducted in
informal, associational groups, to more cooperative collective behaviors. The
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motivation to participate, and desire to continue in such efforts, is a learned behavior
(Boyle, 1981; Brookfield, 1988; Cross, 1981; Knowles,
1980; Vella, 1994; Wlodkowski, 1985).
Related literature from a variety of perspectives, including the psychology of
survival, human development in response to failure, and the processes of human
inspiration urge the same conclusion, i.e. improved quality of life and healthy social
behaviors stem from the relationships generated by the repeated interaction of
individuals sharing their knowledge and experience in multiple, informal, associational
settings
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1993; Hyatt & Gottlieb, 1987; Siegel, 1996). The effect is heightened
as the number of these experiences increase, e.g. an individual who works in his
community (professional), is active in his church/temple (spiritual), volunteers locally
through a civic organization (emotional/ psychological), contributes weekends to
coaching the town little league (political/paternal), sells vegetables or crafts at the area
market (secondary economic), and sings in a barber shop quartet (peer associational)
continually learns and shares his abilities and helps others to overcome challenges.
Such an individual is very likely to have a strong sense of self, sense of control over
his life and intricate, reciprocal social relationships. With the possible exception of the
primary profession, these contributions are selfdetermined, voluntary, and
evolutionary. These are the lynchpins of the functional, associational relationship.
Through these relationships, actions and abilities are learned and taught to others, yet
the greatest benefit lies not in the action or ability learned, but in the new
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relationships generated. As these relationships multiply, the effect is amplified and
diffused. The self-directed learning process in a communal setting, and the changes in
behavior it precipitates, is crucial to the social adjustment and psychological well being
of the individual; and therefore, the group
(Benedict, 1970; Campbell, 1949; Garrison, 1989; Siegel, 1996).

The very nature

of the community as a living organism provokes the speculation that our mistake of
not recognizing the continuing loss of social capital is correctable (Bateman 1987). It
was found that the motivation and persistence of individuals and groups involved in
learning activities is greatly enhanced by the relationship the learners feel to the
subject-matter or objective, whether or not what could be learned is seen as useful
by the participant, and how comfortable they are voicing opinions in the offered
setting (Anderson & Niemi, 1970; Boyle, 1981; McKillip, 1987; Maslow, 1971). This
confirms the reported success of learning in informal settings where the learner has
some functional association with the group, or at least some vested relational
interest in the subject or its objective.
Individuals involved in group learning activities exhibit improved selfesteem and
more democratic behaviors, i.e. they are more willing to contribute ideas and consider
the opinions of others, demonstrate increased loyalty to the group, and are more likely
to work collaboratively toward common goals (Chahal, 1998; Wlodkowski, 1985). The
research further shows that participating individuals express a greater overall
satisfaction with their group following group learning activities.
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Communal Learning: Contention, Cohesion, and Quality of Life
As stated earlier in this chapter, the evolvement of complex systems, such as
communities, follows a natural pattern of equilibrium to disequilibrium to equilibrium.
Correspondingly, groups of individuals in a collective learning effort progress through a
similar process begetting a pattern of behaviors that leads to the recognition and
validation of individual strengths and productive, non-hierarchical alliances.
Interestingly, group learning activities based upon controversy were found to be a
most effective means to incite inclusiveness and the mobilization of resources.
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Diagram 4.4
Adapted From Gaining Strength From Adversity Diagram (Siegel, 1996).

Disruptive
Change

Social
Engagement,
Empathy,
Responsibility

Disruptive change is natural and necessary to the evolution and development of
complex systems, such as communities. When communities are insulated from threat
and challenge, the flow of information through essential feedback loops is interrupted
removing collaborative stimulus and fragmenting internal relationships. By learning
about, and dealing with, obstacles and adversities together, individual efficacy and
willingness to risk return, healthy communal relationships are restored.
Urgency is a natural motivator; the resultant high-energy, comprehensive
participation stimulates mutual appreciation and respect. Involvement excites a push
for information access; increased access to information establishes increased
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awareness, empathy, and cooperative understanding (Wheatley, 1994). All segments
of this process contribute to the improved self-esteem and sense of control perceived
by participating individuals.
While the two most popular community development models, Quality Communities
and Sustainable Communities, each attempt to arouse participation, neither offers an
internally driven group learning process. Each has staid objectives and guidelines
mandated by organizations outside the community. Neither makes use of the tenants
of adult learning theory, or persistence and motivation tools, both of which have been
demonstrated as being instrumental in improving the individual state of mind and
levels of group cooperation required to meet the needs, and guide the direction, of the
changing community. The State of Vermont has overlooked these theories and tools in
their initiatives, as well.
First Draft
During the fourth procedural step, a first draft of the community development
process model was written. The data found in both the literature and the material
received from various state agencies (see Appendix C) provided the collective body of
information by which various materials were selected for inclusion in the first draft of
the community development process model. The draft outlined suggested content
and design characteristics based upon the findings of steps one through three and the
specifications of the state focus group that initiated the study.

First, the

community development subject areas deemed as important by the focus group at the
outset of the study were listed: (a) local control and participation; (b) an appropriate
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mission statement and description of broad local goals, supplemented by a menu of
specific goals and measurable (or observable) objectives that reflect individual needs;
(c) a determination of a community leverage point; (d) an evolving timeline; (e) an
incorporation of systems in place; and (f) a provision for continuous improvement; (g)
a community development facilitator.
Next, the most significant findings relating to the development of an effective
community development model as determined by this study were presented: (1)
communities are complex living systems; (2) externally mandated social service policies
and programs interrupt community development; (3) a high level of existential security
destroys motivation and reduces levels of participation; (4) there is a renewed interest
in achieving improved quality of life on a community level; (5) community well being is
enhanced by members of the community overcoming challenges, individually and
collectively; (6) adults are more likely to learn and adopt new behaviors when exposed
to practical information shared in informal, associational settings; (7) adults involved in
group learning based upon controversial issues demonstrate more collaborative
behaviors, develop improved self-esteem, are more likely to share resources and
exhibit behaviors that contribute to improved individual quality of life and collective
community wellness. Next, the recommended content and design characteristics of
the community development process model, supported by the findings, were outlined
(see Appendix E).
Draft Review
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The fifth step was the review of the draft by the members of the state focus group.
The ten member focus group is made up of the commissioner of Economic
Development, the secretary of the Agency of Human Services, the commissioner of the
Department of Training and
Development, the commissioner of Social Welfare, the president of the State Chamber
of Commerce, the Secretary of State, two members of the state senate, and two
members of the state house of representatives. The focus group voted by simple
majority to meet on the first Tuesday of the next month to review the first draft. The
meeting lasted for two hours.
Two weeks before meeting to discuss the first draft of the community development
process model, each member of the focus group was given a copy of the review of
related literature as presented in Chapter 2 and a copy of the first draft. They were
than asked to apply both their understanding and long experience with community
development in Vermont to the task of ascertaining whether or not the content and
design of the process model truly captured and addressed the needs of Vermont’s
communities. They were asked to evaluate the applicability, comprehensiveness, and
sustainability of the model by considering how well the model appeared suited to meet
the following conditions:
1.

This process is appropriate and practical for this population.

2.

This method is likely to address the needs of Vermont’s communities.

3.

This process is comprehensive (has sufficient breadth and depth to be widely

suitable).
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4.

This model is likely to be valued and invited by Vermont’s communities.

5.

This process can incorporate systems in place.

6.

This model meets the criteria set for ease of replication and sustainability.

7.

This process can be reproduced at minimal cost.

8.

The results of implementation be measured (or observed).
A five point Likert scale was used for categorical rating in a series of graduations,

level or values (McMillian & Schumacker, 1989) as follows:
(1) Excellent, (2) Good, (3) Fair, (4) Poor, (5) Very Poor, for each of the following
categories: applicability, comprehensiveness, and sustainability. An average rating of
Good (2) or above in each one of the categories evaluated validated the community
development process model (see Appendix D). Each of the ten members of the focus
group participated.
The results were as follows:
Table 4.1
Category

Rating : (1) Excellent , (2) Good, (3) Fair,
(4) Poor, (5) Very Poor

Applicabilit y

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Comprehen
siveness

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

Sustainability

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

As each category received better than an average of (2) Good, the content and
design of the model was validated; it was accepted as meeting or exceeding the
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objectives set forth by the policy-makers of the state focus group. In addition to rating
the content and design of the model, the members of the state focus group were
asked to make additions, deletions, or modifications to the draft that would, in their
view, improve upon the benefits to the community and the state. Two additions were
suggested. The first suggestion was that students majoring in political science, public
administration, or related disciplines from the University of Vermont be involved in the
implementation process. The second suggested addition was that these same students
monitor the success of the community development process for the purpose of
compiling on-going data for periodic reports.
Suggestions for modifications to the model were included in a second draft when a
majority of the members was in favor of modifications. The state focus group met the
second Friday of every month from 3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. for two months to arrive at
a consensus in approving the modified draft before it was forwarded to a five member
funding committee for evaluation (se Appendix F).
Modified Draft
The funding committee is comprised of the director of the Vermont
Sustainable Jobs Fund, two representatives of the Community Builder’s Collaborative,
the assistant director of the Vermont Land Trust and the director of the Vermont
Neighborhood Housing Service. As it is their responsibility to deem the worth of
proposed programs, and to either approve or decline funding for implementation, the
modified draft was submitted to the funding committee as the sixth procedural step.
Each of the funding committee members was given a copy of the modified draft of the
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community development process model, a copy of the completed focus groups
evaluation sheets, and the corresponding categorical ratings (see Appendix D & E) to
be reviewed on an individual basis. The funding committee members were asked to
meet, and vote for, or against, funding the implementation of the model no later than
three weeks after receipt of the materials. The funding committee met within the
originally designated time frame; the funding of the project was approved by simple
majority.
They did not make any further recommendations for modification.

The Final Product
During the seventh and final procedural step, the final product was submitted to the
head of the state focus group, the commissioner of economic development, for his
permission to implement the community development process model in a previously
determined pilot community. However, during the period that had elapsed since the
initiation of this study, the individual holding the office of the commissioner of
economic development for the State of Vermont had changed. The person holding
that title by the conclusion of the study met with this researcher and suggested that
while the product had value, the timing was questionable. The commissioner advised
that more work needed to be done within government offices to improve
communication and cooperation before moving forward with a definitive date for
implementation.
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Analysis of Limitations
There were six significant limitations to the adequate realization of this study. They
are as follows:
•

Data gathered from and submitted by the state in the form of quarterly and annual
reports were recorded for purposes unrelated to a third party study.
Consequently, this data may reflect an intentional or unintentional bias influenced
by the needs and perspectives of the publishing agencies.

•

Individuals and organizations contacted for input have biases, prejudices, and
predispositions that could lead to imperfect reliability of the information they
shared, as well as, affected their choices of information admission and omission.

•

The perimeters for the study set by the state appointed focus group included
subjective qualifiers, such as: “improvement,” “thrive,” and
“well being.”

•

The structure and function of a process model was unfamiliar to nearly everyone
involved.

•

As it involved the exploration and examination of human behavior, the two-year
time frame allotted for this study limited the exhaustive effort required to fully
investigate and explore the extensive and complex disciplines that relate to
community wellness.
Every effort was made to reduce the number and potential impact of study

limitations. In spite of these efforts, limitations remained. To confine the potential
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affect of individual and agency prejudice, and to improve the accuracy of the study,
secondary and tertiary information sources were used in conjunction with data from
state and local resources. The participating communities will ultimately determine the
quantification, and evaluation of subjective qualifiers presented throughout the study
minimizing the significance of this limitation.
The researcher employed scheduled monthly information meetings during which
the progress of the study was discussed familiarizing the members of the focus group
with the development of the model, its basis, and its anticipated processes. And lastly,
the researcher has fifteen years of experience in community development and policy
analysis in 35 states and eight countries adding a comprehensive advantage. Using this
background and the substantial knowledge gained through the research for, and
writing of, this study, valuable recommendations were able to be offered, and
direction for further study suggested.
Summary
This study not only confirmed many of the findings in the related literature, but also
uncovered significant relationships influencing the behavior of communities and the
well being of their residents. A combination of fields and disciplines: economics,
behavioral psychology, group dynamics, anthropology, adult learning, etc. contribute
to the understanding of how communities develop. Like any complex system, the
community has the ability to recreate itself. Where the process has been arrested, it
can be rekindled by awakening the most fundamental element, the individual, through
learning.
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Communities are living, evolving, complex systems that behave differently from the
simple systems from which we gain much of our experience. Complex systems require
abundant information and unimpeded feedback for healthy development. This
development process includes periods of imbalance and internal upheaval; this process
of equilibrium to disequilibrium, and back to equilibrium creates energy nourishing and
sustaining the organism. Though the evidence to support this finding is clear and
pervasive, the need to manage and quantify still permeates administrative thinking
and public policy.
By way of biological make-up, the human animal learns best through experience,
and uses this experience to predict events for the purposes of safety and survival. For
this reason, and because it is successful under most conditions, decisions tend to be
based on single feedback loop, cause and effect expectations. Unfortunately, simple,
cause and effect solutions do not achieve predictable, or even desirable, effects in all
circumstances. In fact, when applied to complex systems, public policy designed to
address a single symptom will, in the long run be ineffective, or destructive.
In addition, community development policies and programs designed and
implemented from outside a community limit accessible information and interrupt the
equilibrium- disequilibrium-equilibrium process. The limited information access and
disruption of the internal process dissipates the energy needed for renewal and
community development.
Those people that are the community are deeply affected.
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Once the internal developmental processes of the community begin to break down,
the organism ceases to function properly. The system begins to fragment into
subsystems; overtime, these subsystems become more disparate, and the
fragmentation continues. The primary element of the communal system is the
individual. As the individual loses connection with the social body, he loses connection
with himself. As the individual sees his social body become impotent and ineffective,
he begins to search for another. Individuals need information and association for
comfort and self-worth. Without access to adequate, appropriate information, or
healthy social systems within which to bond, individuals create information that will
provide familiar boundaries, i.e. scapegoats and enemies. With internal energies being
further depleted, and a citizenry searching for a surrogate social network, the
community accepts additional external assistance, and in doing so, moves further away
from healthy recovery.
As the security of money and services flows into the community through agencies in
the form of programs and initiatives, the organism continues to exist, but fails to
develop. The incentive for individuals to interact for the functioning of their
community or to associate for communal well being has been removed. While the
developmental importance of these relationships may not have been understood
when they were in place, before prevalent external social assistance and interference,
the existence of the relationships was unquestionably essential. Individuals raised with
an understanding of the importance of their contribution to their community tend to
maintain an adequate level of self-esteem. By accepting assistance from family,
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friends, and neighbors, people develop a sense of the obligation and responsibility that
comes through reciprocal relationships.
These reciprocal relationships that breed self-esteem and the acceptance of
responsibility are eroded by existential security. Moreover, existential security
destroys motivation and reduces levels of participation. The reduction in participation
further diminishes the number of local relationships and types of social interaction
likely to occur, which in turn increases individual isolation, and decreases self-worth.
The value of local relationships and responsibility has not completely escaped the
attention of communities and policy makers. While there is still a general
misunderstanding of the process, a shift back toward a desire for tradition and
revalorization of family and community is beginning to affect community development
strategy. This shift is part of a larger social swing effect referred to as a pendulum
effect. Social change is not linear, at some juncture it reaches the point of inflection
and changes direction. This pattern can be seen in national and international trends
and fads from hemlines to music. This shift of views relating to family and community
is in direct response, and opposition, to the previous direction taken following the
baby boom of the 1950’s with its emphasis on the individual, and personal financial
gain.
More communities are insisting that local leaders address issues of community well
being when designing development strategies, rather than relying solely on
conventional community development methods,
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e.g. attracting industry. There does not however seem to be any evidence that citizens
are urging a resistance against external social service programs and monies. Although
there is tremendous positive public sentiment toward the removal of certain safety net
programs, the replacement solutions put forward are still generally in the form of
allotments for those leaving one kind of assistance. What remains absent is a process
to stimulate the local interaction of these individuals and an integration of latent
resources.
In order for communities to develop, they must be allowed to pass through their
periods of imbalance unimpeded. Community well being is dependent upon the well
being of its citizenry, and they must accept interdependence in order to feel that they
belong and have value. This interdependence, and subsequent communal well being,
is accomplished by building social capital. Social capital is a product of consolidated
human capital, the community overcoming challenges, individually and
collectively.
By sharing information, resources, and skills, individuals develop trust for one
another. From this trust comes the willingness to risk, to try, to become involved.
Once people become involved with others in the pursuit of collective goals, they begin
to learn and adopt more collaborative behaviors.
Adults learn very differently than do children. Adult learning is intermittent, not
sequential; combinatory, not memory-based linear; inclusive and practical; relational
clustered, and requires reflection. For these reasons, adults are more likely to learn,
and adopt new behaviors, when they are exposed to practical information in informal,
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associational, functional settings. Because adults rely on their experiences to make
predictions on which to base their understanding and expectation, information shared
in this way - in context with a clearly defined relationship to what is already known,
within what is a familiar association – is better retained. More importantly, what is
retained, and reflected upon, is now consigned within the individual as relational,
inclusive, combinatory knowledge. The facts, skills, or abilities learned are now
irrevocably bound to the relationships that governed the learning; they include the
ideas, values and beliefs engendered during the learning, and are forever combined
with the consequent thoughts and emotions of the individual learner during the
experience.
The more connections, in the greatest number of ways, a person has with a subject,
the more likely they are to have an interest in its communication. For example,
individuals who have experienced great success, endured considerable failure, or
suffered exacting tragedy most often experienced these events in a combination of
ways, i.e. emotional, psychological, physical, spiritual, intellectual, financial, etc. These
profound experiences often become the focus of a life’s work, or inspire a lifelong
cause, or calling. Most often, events with the potential to affect a community in a way
that would be considered by the majority of the population as profound will incite a
significant level of controversy.

Communities that have disengaged citizens have

suspended development; information ceases to travel in the necessary feedback loops
and meaningful, productive communication shuts down. In such cases, controversy
spawns reactive subsystems that neither address the issue nor activate collaborative
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intervention. Yet, when controversial information (over which the community has
some control) is presented as part of a learning activity, shared in an informal,
associational setting, individuals demonstrate high levels of cooperation and unity, are
more prone to agreement, and are more willing to share resources.

CHAPTER 5
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Discussion, Implications, Conclusions and Recommendations
Overview
Despite the implementation of a multitude of community development strategies,
Vermont’s sluggish economic growth and the steady decline in wages over the past
four years has led to virulent competition between communities for limited state
monies and out of state commerce. This competition has bred a lack of cooperation
and an unwillingness to share information resulting in expensive program duplication
and the division of resources further retarding economic vigor. The number and
percentage of families and communities requesting assistance has increased;
correspondingly, the state has increased social services.
While Vermont enjoys one of the lowest unemployment rates in the nation (4.0%),
the release of the projected 1998 state budget indicates that nearly 40% of the state’s
1.8 billion dollar budget is spent on social services. The obvious discrepancy between
resources provided by the state and the well being of the inhabitants led to the
conclusion that the state’s community development efforts are inadequate.

In

considering the aspects of community dynamics that affect community development,
the way in which communities are dynamic was examined. Using Webster’s (1985)
definition: something that is changing, progressive, effective, and productive,
communities are indeed dynamic; an exhaustive search of the literature demonstrated
that the internal mechanisms that power and govern this dynamic must be
incorporated into any efforts aimed at community development.
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The evolution of the community in the United States has been impeded and harmed
by attempts to “correct” and improve its path. Even so, there is evidence that the
community as an entity is rebounding. As the primordial social organizations began to
breakdown following the Industrial Revolution, and the acceleration of this
disintegration during the past fifty years, people began seeking surrogates to fulfill
their social needs. These replacements were most often outside the community
reliving communal obligation and responsibility. The emphasis on the workplace
fueled the emotional connection between economic recompense and meaning,
importance and value.
With less dependence on, and responsibility to, neighbors and family members,
social interaction became less important than individuality. The accentuation of the
importance of the self over the group led to the erosion of healthy social behavior,
increased competition, and greater emotional need. Social norms are a product of
social capital. Social capital is built through trust, interaction, and validation. Man is a
social animal. Even the most learned person cannot know everything or be everything.
Humans are designed to depend on one another (Pinker, 1997). Without a close-knit
communal social system to fall back on, and conditioned to use money instead of
obligation as a means of exchange, people depend most on non-reciprocal
relationships leaving each to feel freer, yet less involved, less necessary, and more
isolated. Increased social problems and efforts to mange them affected the economic
health of individuals and communities. The relationship between economic well being
and social well being, however, was misunderstood, and policy makers became
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determined to improve the economic landscape in hopes of improving community and
familial life.
Agencies, planners, and consultants began implementing structured, broad-based,
community development programs with externally established expectations and
goals. These mandated projects and initiatives were surface solutions created to “fix”
problems that were rooted in disparate community relationships on a multitude of
levels. In the State of Vermont, these programs were not designed to evolve with the
community as a process, and did not include aspects that would indicate an
understanding of communities as complex systems.

The State previously

determined and defined benchmarks of community well being: citizens involved in
community planning; pregnant woman and newborns thrive; children thrive and
succeed in school; children live in stable, supportive families; youth and adults choose
healthy behaviors; and families live in safe, healthy environments; each constitute the
outcomes of individual and group decisions. Human behavior is very frequently
counterintuitive to individual and collective wellness. Human relationships are
communicated through this behavior making outcomes difficult to predict and even
harder to control externally.
The choices people make are influenced by innumerable variables on many levels. Like
weather systems, ecosystems, and societies, communities are dynamic, complex living
systems in a continual state of transition contributing to adaptation. While complexity
in living things is a natural and healthy state, it consists more of process than structure,
and it is the continuation of these processes that feed the development of the system.
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Community dynamics make up the driving force behind the direction form of
community development over time. When public policy imposes structure on a
complex system for the purpose of manipulation or evaluation, the effort is ineffective.
Rather than the planned interface, the structures imposed create boundaries. The
created boundaries induce resistance and distortion. Uninterrupted, internal feedback
loops within communities amplify and diffuse the energy that causes temporary
disequilibrium. Once off balance, the resulting energy begins to reconfigure the
system, to reorganize and renew. This process gives the community resiliency over
stability, which is far more adaptive.

Simple, one-tier, cause and effect relationship

solutions can produce short-term improvement, but always with subsequent
disappointment, and often confounding deterioration. Still, the desire to measure
progress or define in familiar, easily quantifiable terms is so great that structure
continues to be the focus of volumes of statistical works, which eclipse the multidimensional underpinnings and inner-workings of community life. This emphasis on
structure guides policy; and the consequent policies inhibit healthy community
evolvement. The solutions needed to meet the needs of communities can only be
addressed from within its internal systems. The internal systems that influence
adaptive behaviors require information sharing. Information sharing comes about as a
consequence of the trust that is built through reciprocal relationships. The willingness
to risk and motivation to participate in these relationships can be inspired through
collective learning.
Significance of the Study
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This study has revealed that communities are dynamic, complex systems; externally
mandated social service programs can negatively affect individual and communal
behavior, and certain collective learning activities can instigate the regeneration of
communal relationships and well being. These findings, and the accompanying
conclusions and recommendations, can be used to modify public policy and contribute
to the creation of learning processes necessary for improved quality of life.

Discussion
This study was begun in hopes of learning what individual and group processes
promote and obstruct community development as it relates to quality of life; and,
what content and design characteristics a community development process would
contain if it were to offer the best chance of effectively stimulating community
development through improved quality of life. Concentration was focused on methods
that would be sustainable, by ease of replication, and inexpensive, by using community
systems in place.
Initial research found that communities around the country were attempting to
address their quality of life issues by grassroots efforts to bring people together by
promoting and adapting a business-bred Quality
Community Model, or an environmental conservancy focused Sustainable Community
Model. Both models were found to enjoy significant support, and both contribute, in
varying degrees, to the well being of the participating individuals. From the outset, it
was expected that this study would discover that the community was dynamic and
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affected the success or failure of community development programs. It was also
presumed that people were, in some way, negatively affected by extensive social
service programs. It was further expected that a modified combination of the Quality
Community and Sustainable Community Models would improve quality of life in the
evolving community since such a composite would inspire the participation needed to
overcome the negative affects of profuse social service programs.
However, once the research began to illuminate the complexity of the community
systems, and the intricate and reactive behavior patterns of individuals in groups, the
effectiveness of models that consisted of a combined Quality and Sustainable Model
was questioned; first, because neither serves the personal interests of a majority of
the citizenry, thereby self-limiting participation, and second, because neither offers the
depth or arrangement that would be required for long-term success or effectiveness.
In order to gain a more thorough understanding of the emerging evidence, the
focus of the research shifted to individual behavior, motivation, and persistence. The
data analyzed reinforced the importance of reciprocal relationships to self-worth and
defined the depth to which social service programs can cause harm. It became evident
that human behavior, and overall well being, had a tendency to degrade if insulated
from responsibility and control. Within this literature search surfaced several studies
that suggested that humans must meet certain needs before being able to develop
emotionally and psychologically. Moreover, if these needs were provided for from the
outside, the individual would not actually move forward developmentally.
Theoretically, each individual must go through the process of surmounting levels of
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life’s challenges personally. It became evident that it might be possible that this was
occurring on the community level.
To explore this possibility, collective behavior, human interaction, group motivation,
and the forces that drive collaboration were studied. At first, group behavioral
responses to outside stimulus seemed desultory, and often counterintuitive. This
prompted a reexamination of the data gathered on the dynamics of the community
and the role that system complexity played in that process. This reevaluation
provoked the plausibility that there could be a co-evolutionary, systemic, correlation
between the macro-behavior of the community and micro-behavior of individuals. The
possibility surfaced that because the community is a living organism that behaves as a
complex system, and the individual is a component of that system, the individuals in
groups within those systems may have similar development prerequisites. In other
words, if communities must progress through cycles of balance and imbalance to
develop, it was conceivable that individuals and groups of individuals within the larger
community needed to participate in a similar process in order to develop. This would
explain the seemingly senseless actions and recurring instability demonstrated by
group behaviors. If development is defined as improved self-worth, cohesiveness, and
satisfaction within the group, the literature bore out this speculation and emphasized
that misguided intervention had clearly stymied the community development process.
If individuals, groups, and communities must individually and collectively meet and
overcome obstacles through a continuous spiral wave of disequilibrium punctuated by
equilibrium in order to develop, it remained to discover what vehicle could best
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stimulate this natural process. During the research, the symbiotic relationship of
learning to self-esteem, motivation to participate, willingness to risk, and ability to
survive, surfaced repeatedly. The direction of the study shifted to investigating the
effects collective adult learning had on group behavior.

It was revealed that adult

group learning inspires the sharing of resources, cooperation, and a desire for
continued learning. Once this was established, more in-depth research was begun on
how adults learn, what motivates them to learn, and how to instigate adult learning.
Adult learning based theories and methods were studied. It was found that adults
respond most favorably to relevant, problem-centered learning activities. Because, it
was ascertained that adult learning is intermittent and combinatory, their learning
improves through consistent, repetitive exposure to information, especially when
presented in familiar context. The most successful formats for adult learning included
those that were voluntary, predominantly non-hierarchical (peer-to-peer), informal, in
this a setting where some or all of the participants were familiar with each other and
the learning could be applied. This finding parallels the contention in the literature
that frequent contact with a stable set of others builds the relationships that construct
social capital over time, and is supported by the documented power of social
movements. By learning collectively, not only do human behaviors become
increasingly more altruistic, but also participants fulfill their need to be a part of a
solution, to share, to contribute.
Finally, since problem-centered learning promised improved motivation and
participation, content and design attributes of problem-centered learning activities
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were analyzed and examined. How problems to be resolved were chosen, and how
disruption during the periods of imbalance was weathered, was of particular interest.
Few examples of such programs were found, and none had been created for the
purpose of improving quality of life. Still, when the resultant data was viewed in
relationship with the existing body of research already disseminated, it was found to
be both invaluable and congruent. Once all the data had been analyzed, and the
relevant pieces extracted, conceptions emerged from the aggregate parts supporting
several implications and conclusions.
Implications of the Study
The findings of the study resulted in at least six implications. These implications
include:
1.

Externally created community development solutions limit the

opportunities for the generation of learning and subsequent adaptive
strategies by local residents.
2.

Externally created community development solutions allow citizenry to

remain independent from one another reducing the likelihood of the reciprocal
relationships and consequent social capital required for communal well being.
3.

Challenge, imbalance, and levels of chaos are a necessary ingredient in

the development of all living organisms, including individuals and communities.
4.

The structure of strictly formatted social service programs is

incompatible with the dynamic nature of complex living systems, such as
communities, reducing their effectiveness or probability of long-term success.
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5.

The attempt to adjust or modify the cycle of equilibrium to

disequilibrium by retooling programs that have been designed to address a
segment of the process perceived as a simple cause and effect, will result in
unpredictable, possibly catastrophic ramification elsewhere in the system.
6.

Individuals and groups participating in informal, problem-based

collective learning activities will experience balance and imbalance,
accomplishment and validation during the process. The community will cycle
through struggle and recovery, declination and ascension; self-worth will
prosper, interrelationships will multiply, well being will improve.

\Conclusions
Although the related literature spanned numerous disciplines, underlying patterns
emerged. These patterns, and feedback-modification process outlined in Chapter 3,
support five primary conclusions. These include: (1) all living organisms progress
through cycles of balance and imbalance in order to develop, (2) if progression is
artificially managed from outside the organism, actual development is disrupted, (3)
well being is symbiotically embedded in an individual’s self-view, (4) self-view is
improved by learning to overcome barriers, (5) group learning stimulates improved
satisfaction with the group, and triggers cooperative behaviors. These conclusions are
augmented by the following nine ancillary
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conclusions.
1. The natural forces that drive the evolution and development of
communities require destabilization, imbalance, and disequilibrium. 2. Humans
are discomforted by the unpredictability of unstable processes, and therefore
design and implement policies and programs to rectify what they perceive to
be social breakdown in communities.
3.

Like individuals, communities must endure and overcome challenges

through an internal learning process in order to reach the next level of
development. If solutions are provided from the outside, learning is avoided
leading to progression that is incomplete and short-lived.
4.

When the individual or group has some degree of control, engagement

pursuits that challenge abilities and expand the mind improve self-esteem and
stimulate well being.
5.

Collective well being can be achieved through the bonding process that

is facilitated by the participation in group learning activities when these
activities are problem-based and the group has the ability to affect problemrelated future outcomes.
6.

Problem-based learning activities are most likely to produce collective

well being when they occur between peers that have some association and
have functioned as a group in the past.
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7.

Community development practices should be redefined to limit program

structure, reduce interference of natural systemic processes, and integrate
problem-centered adult learning activities into the modified methodology.
8.

Individuals and communities will resist participation in practices that

threaten their familiar safety-net programs even if they are aware the
programs are injurious.
9.

Additional research is needed for a more complete understanding of the

relationship between group learning, collective behaviors and communal well
being.
Implications of the Conclusions
The conclusions established suggest that it is possible to stimulate the
cooperative, self-esteem building behaviors demonstrated to improve well being,
which attests to the potentiality of a workable method of inducing community
development, as it relates to quality of life. This method would include the
introduction of a community development process model with specific content and
design elements. These elements would include: Content
1.

Written description of ways to determine internal pain, or leverage, points

within the group.
2.

Written description of ways to determine external pain, or leverage, points

affecting the group.
3.

Written description of how to determine if a topic offers the promise of

improving collaboration.
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4.

Written description of what can be expected during and after sharing through

group process.
5.

Written suggestions that the group title and re-title the book as desired and fill

the pages and pockets with whatever interests them, concerns them, frightens them,
or inspires them, as they see fit.
Design
1.
Physical form as a small (5x7) notebook filled with primarily blank pages and
pockets for the use of the participants
2.

Text length brief (10 pages or fewer)

3.

Written in a simplistic, straightforward format no more complex than a local

newspaper
Recommendations
The community development process model, termed Collective Learning for
Communal Living (CL2), is recommended for implementation in all interested
communities. In addition, the implications and conclusions urged the following
subsidiary recommendations:
1.

Local policy-makers incrementally withdraw from social service

programs that have been created at a state or regional level.
2.

State policy-makers return the responsibility of social well being and

quality of life to local citizenry.
3.

Local policy-makers be given the results, implications, conclusions, and

recommendations of this study.
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4.

Local policy-makers meet briefly with the leaders of area civic,

scholastic, ecclesiastical and business organizations and share the information
secured from this study, and request volunteers to participate.
5.

Local policy-makers meet with volunteers and share content and design

suggestions for problem-based learning activities.
6.

Volunteers record quality of life and well being related opinions and

perceptions of participants and members of the community selected at
random.
7.

These opinions and perceptions are monitored over time for the

purpose of continued research.
Implementation, Modification and Evaluation
The final product, CL2, is designed to be implemented on a voluntary basis within
civic organizations, churches, businesses, professional associations, and
college/university community education programs. The facilitation of the process is
intended to evolve. The model itself is not intended as a closed program and is
designed for continual, multiform revision. These revisions are to be determined by
the participants to reflect the unfolding changes within each group. The model is
designed to be evaluated informally from within. When, and how, this evaluation
takes place is to be determined solely by the participants.
Summary
People are social animals; it is their nature to desire and earnestly try to
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help one another, especially those we see as vulnerable. This desire evolved as an
adaptation to improve survival of the individual and the group. It is evidenced by our
emotional and psychological need to be a part of something, and the physiology of our
cooperative learning processes.
In a sincere desire to understand and improve quality of life, people have
created efficient, quantifiable methods of community development. In doing so, we
purposefully distanced ourselves from each other; and, from the problems of, and
accountability, to others. What we could not know was that when we were left with
only our own difficulties to overcome, we would begin to question our self-worth. And
significantly, when unknown others met the needs that we were left to overcome, we
became increasingly disconnected and dependent.
Consequently, we recognized less value in ourselves and distrusted most others.
Simultaneously, our reduced interaction, and limited view of what constituted
intelligence, we began to grossly underestimate each other. This required that we
create and fund more programs to care for the incompetence of those around us, and
so the disintegration of communities has continued.
Along the same lines, as currency the production-based relationships replaced
obligation-based relationships, the association of people driven by need became
something that could easily be measured and reliably predicted. An individual’s worth
now meant what that person could demand in the marketplace. The myth of economy
being the basis of quality of life was built upon this foundation. Correlations were
made between poverty and unhealthy behaviors leading to poor quality of life.
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Yet, there is much in evidence to question such a correlation. For
example, Vermont boasts one of the nation’s lowest unemployment rates (4.0), but
also one of the highest rates of chemical addiction (estimated at 25% of adults).
Comparably, the U.S. Census bureau ranks Vermont 35th in the nation (1st being best) in
percentage of population living below the poverty line, however according to the

Social Well Being of Vermonters (1997), Vermont ranks second in the nation in the
number of teenage mothers giving birth. Clearly, it is healthy human interrelationships
that burgeon strong economies, not the number of people employed, or how much
they earn.
Churches, social clubs, athletic teams, professional business groups, educational
institutions, and civic organizations are examples of environments where associationalfunctional groups are found. These groups are voluntary, recognize one another as
associates, and are together for a purpose. As a rule they accept each other’s
individual talents and encourage participation from all. Membership in these
organizations tended to carry a great deal more weight/prestige/significance even
three decades ago, but even they have been weakened but the lack of internal crossfunctional relationships and external surrogates.
Nonetheless, by their nature, they still offer the most fertile bed for the
regeneration of community well being. A process model containing the above
characteristics allows the participating group to define its needs and challenges, and
proceed through the consequent transition to transformation, balance to imbalance,
cycles. There are no set instructions, no rigid framework. If the group wishes to
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surmount the chosen challenge, they must decide the timeframe, method, plan of
action, among themselves, and carry the plan through to fruition on their own. In all
likelihood, disparate groups will discover similar goals and begin coordinating efforts
resulting in a budding effect that will then follow its own progression through stability
and instability. It is this process that will compliment, reinforce, and propagate what is
begun within a few groups. The model will function as a process and will evolve with
the community.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

Community

WILDCAT, Dissertation Database and ERIC Search Descriptors
Community and Quality of Life

Community Development

Community Evolution

Community Development

Community and Complexity

Initiatives

Community and Change

Community Development Policy

Community and Behavior

Human Development

Community and Learning

Community Planning

Social and Policy

Community Wellness

Society and Change

Community Well Being

Society and Learning

Sustainable and Community

Social Capital
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Communities and Systems
Complex Systems and Society
Social Behavior
Community and Subsystem
Information Diffusion
Adult Learning and Behavior
Motivation and Learning
Persistence and Learning
Community Development Model
and Content Community
Development Model and Design
Community Development Model
and Format Community
Development Model and
Implementation
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APPENDIX B
Letter of Request for Information

February, 15, 1998
Dianna Wuagneux
P.O. Box 1545
Castleton, Vermont 05735

To whom it may concern:
In an effort to assist the Vermont Department of Economic
Development in the creation of a community development model, I have been asked
to collect data relevant to community development. In order to ascertain content
and design elements effective in promoting improved quality of life, materials that
focus on the well being of people and communities are of special interest.
Please send resource suggestions in the form of books, articles, journals, workshop
materials, communications, and related documents, to the address above in the
envelope provided. This request is being forwarded to all State of Vermont
government offices, 250 social service agencies in Vermont, and sources in Georgia,
Virginia, Texas, Nebraska, Oregon, and Washington states. All contributors will
receive copies of study findings. Your assistance is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Dianna Wuagneux

APPENDIX C

List of Contributing Agencies

Vermont State Departments and Agencies
Department of Economic Development
Department of Employment and Training
Department of Education
Department of Human Services
Department of Social Welfare
Department of Tourism and Marketing
Department of Corrections
Human Rights Commission
Developmental Disability Council
Social Rehabilitative Services
Aging and Disabilities
Health Care Authority
Vermont State College Association
Vermont Economic Progress Council
Commerce and Community Development
Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
State Chamber of Commerce
Six Regional Economic Development Councils
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List of Contributing Agencies Vermont State Departments and Agencies (Cont.)

Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund
Vermont Business Roundtable
Vermont Association of Regional Development Directors
Community Development Program – Woodbury College
Office of the Governor
Office of the Lieutenant Governor

Out of State Contributors
Pierce County Department of Community Services, Tacoma, Washington
Quality Texas, Austin, Texas
Quality Georgia, Atlanta Georgia
Nebraska Department of Economic Development, Lincoln, Nebraska
Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission, Charlottesville, Virginia
APPENDIX D
Focus Group Evaluation Sheet
Please complete the following form individually. Using a five point scale (1)
Excellent, (2) Good, (3) Fair, (4) Poor, (5) Very Poor, please rate the attached
Community Development Process Model. An average rating of Good (2) or above will
demonstrate validation of the model.

Please consider the following in your evaluation:
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1.

Is this process appropriate and practical for this population?

2.

Is the method likely to address the needs of Vermont communities?

3.

Is the process comprehensive (have sufficient breadth and depth to be widely

suitable)?
4.

Is such a model likely to be valued and invited by Vermont communities?

5.

Does the process incorporate systems in place?

6.

Does the model meet the criteria set for ease of replication and

sustainability?
7.

Can the process be reproduced at minimal cost?

8.

Can the results of implementation be measured (or observed)?

Focus Group Evaluation Sheet (Cont.)
EVALUATE BELOW

APPLICABILITY
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(1) Excellent

(2) Good

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

(5) Very Poor

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

(5) Very Poor

(3) Fair

(4) Poor

(5) Very Poor

COMPREHENSIVENESS
(1) Excellent

(2) Good

SUSTAINABILITY
(1) Excellent

(2) Good

Appendix E
Categorical Focus Group Ratings of Process and Design
Category

Rating : (1) Excellent , (2) Good, (3) Fair,
(4) Poor, (5) Very Poor

Applicabilit y

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Comprehen
siveness

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

Sustainability

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1
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Appendix F

Community Development Process Model – First Draft
First, the community development subject areas deemed as important by the focus
group at the outset of the study were listed: (a) local control and participation; (b) an
appropriate mission statement and description of broad local goals, supplemented by
a menu of specific goals and measurable (or observable) objectives that reflect
individual needs; (c) a determination of a community leverage point; (d) an evolving
timeline; (e) an incorporation of systems in place; and (f) a provision for continuous
improvement; (g) a community development facilitator.
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Next, the most significant findings relating to the development of an effective
community development model as determined by this study were presented: (1)
communities are complex living systems; (2) externally mandated social service
policies and programs interrupt community development; (3) a high level of
existential security destroys motivation and reduces levels of participation; (4) there
is a renewed interest in achieving improved quality of life on a community level; (5)
community well being is enhanced by members of the community overcoming
challenges, individually and collectively; (6) adults are more likely to learn and adopt
new behaviors when exposed to practical information shared in informal,
associational settings; (7) adults involved in group learning based upon controversial
issues demonstrate more collaborative behaviors, develop
Community Development Process Model – First Draft (Cont.) improved selfesteem, are more likely to share resources and exhibit behaviors that contribute
to improved individual quality of life and collective community wellness.
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Appendix G

Community Development Process Model – Modified Draft
First, the community development subject areas deemed as important by the focus
group at the outset of the study were listed: (a) local control and participation; (b) an
appropriate mission statement and description of broad local goals, supplemented by
a menu of specific goals and measurable (or observable) objectives that reflect
individual needs; (c) a determination of a community leverage point; (d) an evolving
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timeline; (e) an incorporation of systems in place; and (f) a provision for continuous
improvement; (g) a community development facilitator.
Next, the most significant findings relating to the development of an effective
community development model as determined by this study were presented: (1)
communities are complex living systems; (2) externally mandated social service
policies and programs interrupt community development; (3) a high level of
existential security destroys motivation and reduces levels of participation; (4) there
is a renewed interest in achieving improved quality of life on a community level; (5)
community well being is enhanced by members of the community overcoming
challenges, individually and collectively; (6) adults are more likely to learn and adopt
new behaviors when exposed to practical information shared in informal,
associational settings; (7) adults involved in group learning based upon controversial
issues demonstrate more collaborative behaviors, develop improved self-esteem, are
more likely to share resources and exhibit behaviors that contribute to improved
individual quality of life and collective community wellness.
The first suggestion was that students majoring in political science, public
administration, or related disciplines from the University of Vermont be involved in
the implementation process. The second suggested addition was that these same
students monitor the success of the community development process for the
purpose of compiling ongoing data for periodic reports.
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Appendix H
Community Development Process Model – Final
Collective Learning for Communal Living (CL2)

It has been determined that groups involved in learning together in an effort to
overcome internal and external challenges develop individually and collectively from
the experience. Further, it has been found that this process increases individual selfesteem and improves overall well being.

The following is intended as a flexible

guide by which communities can participate in this process. The phases outlined
below offer suggestions for the selection of possible challenges to overcome, the
determination of a single challenge to be undertaken, and information on the
subsequent group process. It is essential that this process be allowed to evolve, and
that participation be voluntary.

1. Determine an area of internal pain or concern. Possible methods for
determination include:
a.

oral or written survey within the group

b.

examination of group budget – how the group’s money is spent

c.

review the group’s history – on what it expends its energies

d.

discuss the established group mission - does this purpose arouse emotion?

e.

discuss what need the group fulfills in the lives of each member

2. Determine an area of external pain or concern. Possible methods for
determination include:
a.

oral or written survey within the group

b.

examination of the budget – from what source the group obtains its financial

support – what is the relationship?
c.

review the group’s history with relation to the surrounding community- what

is the group’s interaction with the community and why? What results from these
interactions? How does the group feel about these relationships?
d.

discuss local newspaper articles over a period of time, especially letters to the

editor – how do local issues affect the group?
e.

obtain budgets, annual reports, articles, studies, and any other relevant

materials from any outside organization that interests the group.

3. Once concerns and potential challenges to the group have been identified,
determine which of the topics provokes the greatest emotional response. This can be
ascertained in many ways; for example, note which topic is brought up first at most
gatherings, brought up most often, encourages greatest attendance during meetings
for its purpose, or provokes the most intense debate. Criteria to consider are the
following:
a.

Does the topic mean something to everyone in the group?

b.

Does the topic affect people on more than on level (emotional, financial,

psychological, professional, etc.)?
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c.

Is the topic one that stimulates strong and varying opinions in the group?

d.

Does the topic present a challenge over which the group has the ability to

exert identifiable change?

4. Once a topic has been chosen, the only responsibility of the group is the finding
and open sharing of information. This process stimulates learning; it also brings
about a pattern of behaviors that are natural, and meaningful. Being aware of these
patterns can be helpful in the understanding and acceptance of the process. Stages
similar to the following can be expected:

STAGE

CHARACTERIZED BY

PERIOD

1st.

High energy and commitment; 5 weeks
participants offering extensive
resources; high level of
organization; a desire to
formalize strategy.

2nd.

Individual members express
more complex ideas and
questions;
energy and commitment
level is still high, but less
diffused; offers of resources
with limits;

2 - 4 weeks

structure becomes less
defined; individuals seek
assistance within the group;
implementation of ideas.
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3rd.

Demonstration of increased
activity; emergence of “what’s
in it for me” attitude;
individual input increases;
high energy; restrained
commitment; resources with
conditions; structure
significantly weakened;
individual agenda surface, as
does conflict and struggle for
consensus; as conflict
increases, the group begins
expressing a need for security.

2 months (It is during this
phase that most initiative
organizers mistakenly
abandon plans to
continue).

4th.

Individual strengths surface;
organizational shift - natural
leaders, brain-stormers,
mediators, etc., emerge;
recognition of each
other’s skills; structure
becomes loose and the
boundaries permeable;
procedures become more
informal; cooperation returns
and group strength begins to
surface; an “overview vision”
develops; seeking ends, and
doing begins.

3 months.

5th

High morale; low, steady
energy; expressed
satisfaction; increased
cohesion; sense of
accomplishment; acceptance
of achievement; need for
internal and external
recognition; and a desire

6 months
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to create something new,
thus completing the cycle.

Note: The incorporation of participation from experts in field in the process can prove
enormously advantageous.
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